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The Earth Summit

Foreword

The United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development will be both the unfolding of an
unprecedented process and the beginning of an
essential starting point in global awareness and
commitment.
We live in a world of perpetual complexities and
ever-binding
relationships
amongst peoples,
territories and resources. The timely addressing of
global issues in this publication are part - even if
modestly - of the exceptional process leading to the
Rio Conference.
Since the publication of the Brundtland Report
Our Common Future, a series of conferences,
seminars, international gatherings of specialists,
scientists, business organizations and voluntary
organizations
accompanied meetings of U.N.
organizations, sectoral and regional. The result, as of
now, has been an unique sharing, across the globe, of
data, problem definitions, and alternative means of
action, in an almost simultaneous time frame.
In Rio, some of these actors, and many of their
findings, will converge in a demanding exercise
reserved for heads of states and of governments. The
Secretariat of the Conference, under the outstanding
leadership of Maurice Strong, will have furnished
them with abundant and precise matter for discussion
and decision.
The commitments of governments andinstitutions
will take place in a setting that provides ample space
...
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for the expression of political will. Some protocols
and conventions could be reached by June ‘92. The
effort of finding
a common
definition
of
responsibilities, and of the challenges on Sustainable
Development, will take the form of a Charter or
Declaration. As to specific interventions on issues
not covered by international conventions, they will
be addressed in Agenda 21, a series of proposed
actions bringing us to the 21st century.
If all these issues are to be tackled with some
success for the six billion citizens of Earth, we cannot
escape the necessity to look deeply into the institutions
that provide action at the international level and the
equity that is essential to a better North-South
equilibrium in terms of financial and technological
flows.
The papers gathered in this publication intend to
clarify some of these necessities, trends and
unavoidable choices. We hope they are useful to the
reader.
Pierre Marc Johnson
Vice-Chairman of the National Round Table
on the Environment and the Economy
&
Special Advisor to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development
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Quotes on the Summit
If we don’t tackle global environmental problems in
Rio, then I ask #When will we do it?”
Nobody can say for sure what is too late, but it is
very hard to envisage another opportunity like the
one we will have in Rio next year.
The stakes are high. The evidence is strongly
persuasive that we must take fundamental action.
I have to believe that the leaders of the world will
rise to that responsibility.
Maurice Strong
Secretary-General, UNCED

There must be some kind of mechanism so that the
Third World can get the technology they need to
protect the environment.
So far, we don’t see that the developed countries are
really serious.
We want actions not words.
Hussein Haniff
Counsellor
Malaysian Mission to the United Nations

It is difficult to exaggerate the importance of the
issue of biodiversity.
We are really talking about life on Earth.
John Herity
Environment Canada

V
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The key issue of financial and technical resources is
politically an extremely difficult question, and one
which down the line will probably be the
make-or-break element.
Jean-Claude Faby
UNCED
I don’t think the world can afford a failure.
If we continue to develop the way we have for the
past fifty years, then the planet is in trouble.
Striking a bargain at Rio is going to be dificult.
All I can tell you is that we can’t go on the way we
are - and everybody knows it.
Victor Buxton
.Environment Canada
I would like UNCED to come up with realistic
deadlines for dealing with environmental problems.
The longer we wait, the harder it will be to do
anything.
Debra MacKillop
Canadian Environmental Youth Alliance
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The Earth Summit

The first ever “Earth Summit” which will take place
in Rio de Janeiro from 1 to 12 June 1992, cannot be
considered just another international conference.
Also known as the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED), this
summit will be the largest international conference
ever organized.
It will seek agreement on concrete measures
which will serve to reconcile the world’s economic
activities with the need to protect the planet and
ensure a sustainable future for all people.
The conference aims include stimulating action
to reverse the current environmental degredation,
adopting what will become the “Earth Charter”, a
moral framework for environment and development,
Agenda 21, an environmental action plan for the 21st
century,
covering
forests,
desert recovery,
environmental incentives and so on.
As Maurice Strong, a Canadian who is the
Secretary-General of the conference stated:
The primary goal of the Summit will be to lay the
foundation for a global partnership between
developing and more industrialized countries,
based on mutual need and commn interests, to
ensure the future of the planet.
All Heads of State are expected to attend the summit
but the general public and all large or small
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organizations worldwide should be concerned by the
issues of UNCED. How can they play a role and
influence the governments to play a positive and
substantial role in ensuring the success of the first
Earth Summit?
The first step is to become well informed on the
issues. Part one of this book is devoted to the key
topics which will be under discussion and negotiation
at UNCED. These papers were produced by the
United Nations in Canada for dissemination across
Canada and we are pleased to be able to reproduce
them here,
Part Two of the book looks at the issues from a
Canadian perspective. The papers by David Runnalls
and Brent Herbert-Copley raise important issues for
Canadians to consider as they take their place with
the citizens of other countries in trying to protect the
planet for future generations, in the context of
economic survival in their own time.
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PART ONE
The Issues
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Environment and Development
The living and working conditions of the poor and
human health and the quality of life.
Protecting the Atmosphere
Protection of the atmosphere by combatting climate
change, depletion of the ozone layer and
transboundary air pollution
Protecting the Oceans
Protection of the oceans and all kinds of seas,
including enclosed and semi-enclosed seas, and
coastal areas, and the protection, rational use and
development of their living resources
Waste Management
The environmentally sound management of wastes,
particularly hazardous wastes, and of toxic
chemicals, as well as prevention of illegal
international traffic in toxic and dangerous
products and wastes
Land Resources
The protection of land resources by combatting
deforestation, and drought
Biological Diversity
Genetic resources, wildlife areas, and biological
diversity
Freshwater Resources
Protection of the quality and supply of freshwater
resources
Biotechnology
Environmentally sound management of
biotechnology
4
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Our Common Future
A few years before the UN General Assembly issued
its call for the UNCED, it had asked a group of 21
respected men and women drawn from various walks
of life and all parts of the world to examine the twin
issues of environmental degradation and economic
development. After months of work under the
leadership of Gro Harlem Brundtland, the Prime
Minister of Norway, this World Commission on
Environment and Development presentedits report,
Our Common Future, to the General. Assembly in
1987.
The Commission declared that the environment
- where we all live - and development - “what we all
do in attempting to improve our lot within that
abode” - are inseparable. The key to a harmonious
balancebetween the twois Sustainable Development”:
the concept that nature must be used “on a basis that
can be sustained into the distant future”.
Sustainable Development was launched as a
concept in 1981 with the publication of the World
Conservation Strategy report by three international
organizations:
the UN Environment Program
(UNEP), the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature and the World Wildlife Fund. The Strategy
recognized that the planet’s capacity to support people
is being undermined by poor land management,
profligate use of resources and the sort of grinding

5
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poverty that forces people to destroy the very resources
they need to survive.
Jim MacNeill, the Canadian who served as
Secretary-General to the Brundtland Commission,
has observed:
Sustainable Development means the kind of
economic development that lives off the Earth’s
interest, withoutencroachingon its capital. It also
means investing to sustain and even enhance our
ecological capital, so that future dividends can be
ensured and enlarged.
In order to achieve this hind of balance, certain
fundamental issues must be addressed by the
UNCED. These include the relationships between
and among population growth, urbanization, poverty,
human health, the environment and the quality of
life.
Population Growth and Poverty
World population has been growing steadily for
centuries, but in recent times it has increased at a
much faster rate than before.

In fact, during the past decade, most countries’
population growth rates have started to fall. But
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because a large portion of the population is in its
reproductive years, even these countries are
continuing to grow rapidly. Such rapid growth puts
extraordinary pressure on food supply, land use, and
the natural resource base - forests, soils, water and
fisheries - in short, on virtually every aspect of the
environment. A vicious cycle is created in which the
interconnections between too many people, too little
land and too few resources are so intricate and
complex that it is difficult to distinguish cause from
effect.
Certainly, poverty and underdevelopment abet
rapid population growth. “who has the largest
families?” asked the late Indian Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi, and replying to her own question, said, “the
poor, and they look at the child as an extra pair of
hands.” Children are often an important source of
income through their work within or .outside the
home. Later on as adults, they offer a social safety net
for their aging parents that most governments of
poor countries are simply unable to provide.
At the same time, rapid population growth also
leads to poverty. There are more hungry people today
than ever before.
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Poverty itself pollutes the environment. Africa is
the most tragic example of environmental bankruptcy
where, because ofinappropriate policies and practices,
too much was taken from the land. The outcome, as
the famine of the 1980s demonstrated, was disaster.
The Brundtland report noted:
Those who arepoor and hungry will often destroy
their immediate environment in order to survive:
They will cut down forests; their livestock will
overgrazegrasslands; they will overuse marginal
land; and in growing numbers they will crowd
into congested cities. The cumulative effect of
these changes is so far-reaching as to make poverty
itself a major global scourge.3
Environmental Refugees
Among the many results ofenvironmental bankruptcy
is the phenomenon of environmental refugees who
flee from land whose productivity has deteriorated
beyond the point where it can support them. No one
has reckoned the number of environmental refugees
worldwide, but hundreds of thousands of people were
displaced from the Sahel alone during the recent
prolonged drought. Many headed for nearby cities,
some of which are growing IO-20% each year. Most
environmental refugees end up in sub-standard
shantytowns on the edges of cities, in “transit” camps
that become permanent fixtures on the landscape
(and that depend on regular outside relief), or in
other rural areas, where the newly increased level of
demand leads to further degradation.4
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Structural Adjustment
In recent years, the difficulties of many developing
country governments in coping with the spiralling
demands of rapid population growth, poverty and
environmental degradation have been compounded
by the impact of structural adjustment programs.
Much of the developing world has been left with little
alternative to adopting austere adjustment programs
as a condition of financial support from the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bankin
an effort to stave off balance of payments crises, meet
debt obligations, and lay the foundation for growth.
Typical measures in an adjustment package
include currency devaluation, removal of subsidies
on staple foodstuffs and deep cuts in government
spending, often on social services. Inevitably, the
cuts in social spending have resulted, at least in the
short term, in less Fordable food, medicine and
education for much of the population in the Third
World. There is evidence that poverty levels have
increased in many countries under structural
adjustment programs.5
Urbanization
Urban areas in most developing countries are
growing rapidly.

9
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It is estimated that by the year 2000,47% of the
world population will be urban. In more developed
countries, nearly 75% willbe urbanized, while only in
AfricaandSouthAsiawillless thanhalfthepopulation
reside in urban areas.7
Urbanization usually accompanies economic
development. The populations ofmost of the developed
countries were over 60% urban in 1985. By contrast,
of the nine countries with less than 10% of their
population living in urban areas, seven had a Gross
National Product (GNP) per capita of less than U.S.
$600. Similarly, within developing countries, rural
dwellers tend to be poorer than their urban
counterparts and are more likely to lack access to
drinking water, sanitation, and other services.
Unfortunately, these services are also often
unavailable in the expanding urban slums, where
many people who migrate from rural areas settle.
The perception that urban areas offer greater
opportunities has resultedin a tide ofurbanmigration,
putting incredible pressure on city governments to
provide services which are already stretched thin. An
estimated 40% of the urban population in less
developed countries lives in slum and squatter areas
with minimal housing and services. By the end of this
century, the World Bank estimates that more than
half the households in developing countries living in
absolute poverty - that is, in or near subsistence - will
be concentrated in urban areas.
Yet areportby theUNDevelopment Program has
observed:
Fewgovernments haveeffectiveprograms to reduce
urban poverty, leaving the poor to fend for
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themselves - to provide their own shelter, to find
their own work in the informal sector and even to
grow their own subsistence and market foodcrops.
Cities are often centres of innovation. They
transform resources into productive goods and
services that contribute strongly to national economic
production, Although agriculture is still the major
employer in many developing countries, only in a few
countries does it contribute more than half the gross
domestic product (only seven in 1985, all among the
poorest). Cities contribute to economic growth by
providing economies of scale and proximity that
allow industry and commerce to flourish, by
supporting modern social services and production
facilities that generate employment, and by offering
a wide variety of commercial and personal services
unavailable elsewhere.
Large cities are important markets for agricultural
goods. Their continued growth intensifies rural land
use in surrounding areas, increasing pressure to
change crop mixes and characteristics and promoting
more intensive agriculture. Many of these changes
increase agricultural productivity and raise the
incomes of farmers living on the periphery of cities.
But as the Food and Agriculture Organization (FA01
points out, “urban growth feeds on many of the same
inputs and resources that are essential to agriculture”
and it is especially competitive with agriculture for
the use of arable land.
In particular, rapid urbanization can be a curse.
Megacities especially have created serious social,
economic and physical problems in some developing
countries. Many have economic bases too weak to
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absorb the vast numbers ofworkers joining the labour
force. Congestion andhigh density livingpromote air
and water pollution and physical deterioration.
Among the problems are the following:
l

l

l

.

untreated domestic sewage and sediments and
toxic materials seeping into rivers and bays
severely damaging aquatic life;
urban growth on ecologically fragile land can
create serious physical problems - parts of
Bangkok are sinking at faster rates than Venice,
during its worst period, due to overuse of
groundwater;
solid waste disposal remains a terrible problem many cities simply leave it to decompose or dump
it untreated;
air quality standards are far worse than those of
developed
countries
and
well
below
internationally accepted standards for good
health: coal and wood burning is widespread;
more lax standards for automobile emissions and
polluting industries.

During the 1970’s, governments tried various
approaches to contain rapid urbanization. Many have
sought to create a more balanced distribution of
urban population in secondary cities and towns
dispersed broadly throughout the country. Often
these approaches were stillborn because they failed
to recognize the basic problem was poverty and they
failed to make use of the potentialities of the
communities.
Gradually, a new approach, the “enabling
strategy” evolved, which draws on the essential

12
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resourcefulness of people. It aimed to make things
easier for the people to improve their shelter
conditions, for example, on their own. This new
philosophy is one of the basic principles of the UN’s
Global Strategy for Shelter to the Year 2000, which
was adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1988
andis now being applied by many different countries.
The Strategy:
l
l

*

aims for shelter for all by the year 2000;
promotes an enabling approach whereby
governments enable the people to improve their
shelter situation themselves, by making it easier
to:
obtain security of tenure and other legal
requirements,
work with appropriate building codes,
have access to finance for housing, and
have access to low-cost building materials;
harnesses the energies and skills of the people
themselves to improve their homes through the
enabling approach, involving the participation of
the community, especially women.

Human Health and the Quality of Life
Health is a basic human need and integral to the
quality of life. The relation of health to Sustainable
Development is reciprocal: Sustainable Development
depends on the good health of productive people,
while the protection of health by meeting basic health
needs such as food, drinking water and shelter
ultimately involves the sustainable use of natural
resources. It also requires the control of endemic

13
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diseases in relation to development, improvements
in the working environment, the prevention of
environmental health risks, and the protection of
specific groups such as mothers and children.

Despite adequate food supplies at the global level,
hunger and malnutrition are aleadinghealthproblem
in the developing world. An estimated 950 million
people - nearly 20% of the world population - do not
consume enough calories for an active working life.
Moreover, calories and protein supplies are on a
downward trendin sub-Saharan Afi-ica and southern
Asia.
The most common tropical diseases are water
related - caused by the absence of potable water and
adequate sanitation or transmitted through insects
and parasites.

Measures to reduce these diseases are obvious.
They include improvement of water quality and
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quantity, sanitation and sewage disposal practices,
and protecting water sources from contamination.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO),
over 1 billion people need adequate and safe water,
and over 1.5 billion need adequate sanitation.9
At the same time, education is another
prerequisite for positive health and population
conditions. In particular, the education of women can
have a multiplier effect since it is a critical force in
improving women’s status as well as the survival of
their children. It helps women gain the knowledge
and confidence to make use of available health services
for their children and themselves and is an important
factor in reducing fertility rates. Unfortunately, the
education of females lags behind that of males in
many developing countries.
One area where such education has already had
a significant impact is in the use of contraceptives.
Contraceptive use allows women greater control over
their fertility and, by enabling child spacing and
preventing unwanted births, can reduce both
maternal and child mortality rates. Contraceptives
are used increasingly throughout most parts of the
world, with Africa a notable exception. Many
governments promote contraceptive programs as one
means ofreducingpopulation growth andits demands
on social and environmental resources.
The AIDS Pandemic
Since it was first identified in 1981, AIDS (acquired
immune deficiency syndrome) has spread rapidly
throughout the world.
By the end of 1987,129 nations had reported a

15
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cumulative total of 73,000 cases to WHO. Seventyfive per cent of these were in North and South
America.
However, AIDS cases are grossly underreported
in many parts of the world, particularly Africa and
Latin America. WHO estimates that about 150,000
cases may have occurred since the beginning of the
worldwide pandemic.
AIDS is caused by a retrovirus - the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). An estimated 5-10
million people are carriers of HIV. Although many
will not develop symptoms ofthe disease until several
years after they are infected, recent studies suggest
that virtually all individuals infected with HIV go on
to develop AIDS.
The costs ofAIDSindevelopingcountries is likely
to be high. Unlike many diseases that favour the old
or the young, AIDS primarily strikes young and
middle-aged adults, 20-49 years old, the most vital
segment of the population. The potential loss of a
sizeable share ofthis population raises the possibility
of social, economic and even political destabilization.
:

WHO has created a special program to provide
technical and financial support to strengthen the 150
national AIDS committees. Many countries have
prepared short-term plans for prevention and control
programs and some have completed three- to fiveyear p1a.1~~~
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Child Health

About 60% of childhood diarrheal deaths result from
acute dehydration that can be prevented with good
nutrition and oral rehydration therapy (ORT) - the
ingestion of a simple solution of water, salts, and
carbohydrates (e.g., sugar, rice powder). WHO
estimates that ORT saves half a million children
from death each year. International and national
efforts to increase ORT usage are on the rise. By the
end of 1987, more than 100 countries had begun
national programs. However, the therapy is still not
in widespread use: only 8% of children in Africa and
23% in Asia have access to centres dispensing ORT.
WHO and the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF) have begun a global campaign to immunize
all children against six target diseases: tetanus,
measles, polio, diphtheria, pertussis, and tuberculosis.
Immunization programs have largely eliminated
these diseases from industrialized countries, but
they continue to claim an estimated 3.5 million
children’s lives in developing countries, while leaving
an equal number blind, crippled or mentally
retarded.11 UNICEF estimates that, if progress can
be maintained, the 1980 figure of almost 5 million
child deaths a year fromvaccine-preventable diseases
could be reduced to perhaps 250,000 or less by the
year 2000.12
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UN Efforts
The United Nations system, particularly the WHO,
but also a variety of other UN agencies such as
UNICEF and UNFPA (the UN Fund for Population
Activities) are concerned with the linkages between
health, environment and development. They have
been working hard to ensure that basic health needs
are met and that people are protected against
environmental health risks which originate with the
development process itself. In the spring of 1990, the
WHO established a Commission on Health and
Environment in order to conduct a comprehensive
review and assessment of the consequences to human
health of present and predicted environmental factors
associated with socioeconomic development. Four
separate expert panels address “developmental
driving forces” on energy, urbanization, food and
agriculture, and industry - and their impacts on
health.
Work has been proceeding on developing
internationally agreed food standards and maximum
residue levels for pesticides and other agro-chemicals,
and on establishing
maximum
levels
for
environmental contaminants. This is being conducted
by the Joint WHO/FA0
Codex Alimentarius
Commission. Environmental health management is
also being addressed through world-wide networks
which are being set up by WHO for education, training
and research in environmental health. These
networks willbe used for the purpose of strengthening
local capacities in education, training and research
on environmental pollution and related health
problems.

18
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Health Issues at UNCED
Among thegaps which remain and which the UNCED
should address are the following:
insuficient
integration,
nationally
and
health,
internationally,
between
development
and environmental
policies,
institutions and activities;
insufficient
linkages
among
health,
environment,
human
settlements
and
development-related
institutions,
at the
national level;
tack of epidemiotogicat
information from
developing counties
on health effects of
environmental hazards;
insufficient attention paid to monitoring
and assessing the impact of pesticides,
fettitizersandindustialactivitiesonhumun
and environmental health;
development of an economically
eficient
integratedpestmanagementsystempackage
adapted
to tocat agro-ecological
and
socioeconomic conditions in rural areas;
insufficient
information,
monitoring,
assessment and evaluation of impacts of
development actions and hazards on health;
worldwide harnwnization of health-related
standards.

The major challenge of the 1992 UN Conference on
Environment and Development will be to harmonise
the needs ofthe poor with the long-term requirements
of a sustainable world.

19
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Among the relationships that are expected to be
addressed are the following:
1

the relationship
between
environmental degradation;

2

the relationship between demographic pressures,
unsustainable
consumption
patterns and
environmental degradation;

3

the relationship between the lack of economic
growth in most developing countries and the
degradation of the environment;

4

the relationship between inappropriate patterns
of growth and development and the degradation
of the environment;

5

the relationship
between
the external
indebtedness
of developing countries, the
phenomenon of net transfers of resources from
developing to developedcountries and their ability
to contribute fully and in accordance with their
capacities and responsibilities to global efforts to
protect and enhance the environment;

6

the relationship between the international
economic climate, including the need to reverse
the terms oftrade when these are unfavourable to
developing countries, and the degradation of the
environment;

7

the relationship
between
environment,
development and market mechanisms;

8

the relationship between economic and social
conditions at the national and international levels
and the protection of the environment.

20
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Development Issues at the UNCED
Specific areas of action include the following:
improve coordination
of work in tke UN
system on the eradication of poverty and
improvement
of the living and working
environment;
involve NGOs in implementation
of more
effective, community-level programmes and
increase funding of their work;
and
adaptation
of
incorporation
assessment
environmental
impact
techniques
to agricultural
and rural
development;
assessment of the environmental impacts of
structural acljustment on agriculture and
rural development;
development ofsustainable watersuppty and
sanitation policies, and of programmes for
recycling of solid wastes;
promotion andexptoitation oftheself-reliant
capacity of communities to improve services,
attitudes and environmentalconditions
that
are important to health.

A great uncertainty about the Brazil Conference is
whether critical linkages will be made between
environment and development issues. There has
been a strong tendency, particularly in the United
States, to treat the UNCED strictly as a conference
about environment,
with little reference to
fundamental and abiding questions of poverty and
inadequate development that afIlict much of the
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Third World. The necessary synthesis - Sustainable
Development - remains more a slogan than a working
proposition. The challenge of Brazil will be to make
the concept of sustainability and Sustainable
Development a vital reality both of planning and
practice in every part of the world
Ednotes
1

The World Commission on Environment and
Development, Our Common Future, 1987, p. 29.
2 The World Resources
Institute
and the
International Institute for Environment and
Development, World Resources 1988-89, New
York, p. 51.
3 Our Common Future, op. cit., p. 28.
4 World Resources 1988-89, op. cit., p. 228.
5 See for example, “Engendering Adjustment for
the 199Os”, Report of a Commonwealth Expert
group, 1989, pp. 68-71.
6 United Nations Development Programme,
Human Development Report 1990, p. 85.
7 World Resources 1988-89, op. cit., p. 37.
8 Human Development Report, op. cit., p. 85.
9 World Resources 1988-89, op. cit., pp. 25-6.
10 World Resources 1988-89, op. cit., pp. 27-8.
11 ibid., p. 26
12 UNICEF, The State ofthe World’s Children, 1989,
p. 3.
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The Challenge
Climate is the result of a series ofcomplex interactions
between the atmosphere, the ocean and land. The
earth’s atmosphere is largely transparent to shortwave energy from the sun. Some of this energy is
reflected back into space, but some is absorbed by the
earth’s surface and clouds and reradiated as heat.
Several gases absorb this heat and, in turn, warm the
atmosphere.
This warming or “greenhouse effect” is essential
for life on earth. Without it, the earth’s surface would
be about 35 degrees cooler and life as we know it
would be impossible.1
But in recent years, there is considerable evidence
that the earth has begun to warm more quickly than
ever before. Several of the “greenhouse gases” that
contribute most to the heat-trapping ability of the
atmosphere have been increasing rapidly as a result
of human activities. A swift increase in average
temperatures could result in major disruptions of
weather patterns and living conditions around the
world.
The major greenhouse gases are water vapour,
carbon dioxide, methane and several others, including
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) - the gases released during
the production of foam and the use of refrigerants.
CFCs are doubly dangerous since they are also
consuming the protective stratospheric ozone layer,
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which prevents harmfkl ultraviolet rays from reaching
the earth’s surface.
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About half of the human-induced increase in
greenhouse gases comes from carbon dioxide (COz),
largely from the burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil,
natural gas) and the large-scale clearing of forests.
The amount of CO2 in the atmosphere remained
around 275 parts per million (ppm) for thousands of
years until about the mid-nineteenth century. Since
then, it has increased to 350 ppm and is presently
increasing at 2.5 ppm per year.2
According to present estimates, a continuing swift
rise in CO2 concentrations should lead to increases in
average temperatures of 0.3 degrees Celsius per
decade - greater increases than the world had known
in the past 10,000 years of human history.
The consequences wouldbe immense. They would
include a substantial rise in sea level which would be
catastrophic for low-lying areas, especially if coupled
with greater probability of storm surges. Caribbean
islands depend heavily on their beaches for
employment and foreign exchange. Yet their beaches
average only 20 meters in width and will withdraw
by one meter for every centimeter rise in sea levels.
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Other countries could lose coastal areas containing
much of their population and economic wealth. Some
islands would be threatened by extinction.3
Global warming would alsoincrease the likelihood
of droughts and, therefore, of desertification in
agricultural areas the world over. On the other hand,
it could encourage agriculture to migrate closer to the
poles as summer growing seasons lengthened.
Another threat to the earth’s atmosphere is air
pollution which knows no national boundaries or
regional constraints. Air pollutants are killing trees
and lakes and damaging buildings and cultural
treasures, sometimes thousands of miles from their
source.
Acid rain has been a point of controversy between
Canada and the United States for several years. It is
also a serious problem in Europe, causing particular
devastation to forests. Fifty million hectares or 35%
of Europe’s forests are estimated to be damaged,
dead or dying.4
Global warming, ozone depletion and air pollution
all arise from the same causes: the growth of human
population
and wealth. They are rooted in
industrialization,
technological change, energy
dependence, striving for economic growth, and a
multitude of other ways in which humans try to
improve their quality of life.
Progress on Ozone
“The ozone hole is the smoking gun,” which provides
“real proof that humans threaten life on earth,”
remarks Michael Oppenheimer, a senior scientist at
the Environmental Defense Fund in the United
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States.5 Because of the potentially disastrous
consequences of ozone depletion, there has been a
relatively swift policy response to man-made
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and other substances
(e.g., fire-extinguishing chemicals called halons) that
are major contributors to depletion ofthe ozone layer.
Yet even the progress on ozone depletion has
taken well over a decade to achieve. In part because
of the limitations of the scientific data, it was 1985
before the first convention to deal with ozone depletion
was achieved. Since then, increasing concerns about
the rapidity of ozone depletion led in 1987 to the
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
Ozone Layer, which called for 50% reductions in CFC
emissions by the year 2000. It came into effect on
January 1, 1989, but the ink was barely dry before
nations began meeting again in order to try to
strengthen its provisions.
The result was a still more drastic accord that 93
nations signed in London in June 1990. They
committed to phasing out completely the production
and use of CFCs by the year2000, although developing
countries are given a lo-year grace period, obliging
them to halt production before the year 2010. In
addition, the new agreement called for a ban on
halons by 2000, while two other chlorine-based
chemicals are to be sharply restricted.6
Most significant of all, a new international body
was created to administer a fund that will be used to
help poor countries make the transition to technologies
free of CFCs. The new fund - of up to U.S.$240 million
for the first three years - is being financed by
industrialized countries; its establishment brought
major developing countries like China and India -
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which had not agreed to sign the Montreal Protocol _
into accepting the provisions of the revised protocol
and recommending its ratification by their respective
governments.
The results of the London Conference will have a
major influence on other negotiations on atmospheric
protection - and there are plenty of them. Many hope
that the experience with ozone depletion may serve
as a model for other negotiations on climate change.
The key question is whether the richer countries are
willing to assist developing countries with financing
and technology transfer at less than commercial cost
in order to ensure strong programs of prevention.
Ozone Depletion Issues
Among the key outstanding issues which UNCED
will be expected to address are the following:
l

l

findingwaysandmeansofmonitotigcompliance
with existing international conventions and
agreements;
finding ways of ensuring technology transfer to
assist developing countries to meet global
standards for ozone depletion, including
intellectual property rights and ways ofinvolving
industry.

Meeting the Challenge
The challenges of global warming, ozone depletion
and transboundary air pollution reflect, in essence, a
conflict between two vast and complex systems: the
planet’s
ecological
system and the human
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socioeconomic system. The momentum of these
systems already guarantees some change, although
how much remains uncertain. But delays will almost
certainly ensure that the effects are greater and last
longer.
Our knowledge of the main global weather
processes is considerable. It has permitted the
construction of “general circulation models”, using
supercomputers, which give indications of the global
climate to be expected if greenhouse gases double
during the next halfcentury. However, these models
remain at an early stage of development and the
complexity of the weather system is such that some
effects are more dependable than others.
For example:
forecasts in changes in sea level areprobably more
reliable than those of the climate of land areas;
estimates of air temperature are more reliable
than estimates of precipitation; and forecasts of
latitudinal (North-South) changes are more
reliable than attempts topredict the changes from
East to West across a continent.7
These variations do not diminish the significance
of the circulation models, but they do highlight the
difficulties of basing policy on predictions of climate
that remain speculative. The only justification for
doing so is the enormity of the problems we face.
Fundamentally, climate change is being caused
by the developed countries and the solution must
come from them. One expert has argued, “the prudent
course is to take some action early in the hope of
cutting off the worst possible outcomes. The imprudent
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course is to do nothing, awaiting a more complete
confirmation of the models.“s
Another complication is the profound difference
between developing and industrialized countries in
both causes and consequences.

Yet reducing greenhouse gases is not a priority
among many developing countries. Some countries
see themselves as winners from warming, benefiting
from longer, more productive growing conditions.
Evenif developing countries do accept the gravity
of the challenge, they will need substantial monies,
skilled, labour and advanced technology in order to
meet their targets.9
Their involvement is crucial. Any reductions in
fossil fuel emissions by industrialized countries could
soon be wiped out by increases in only a handful of
developing countries.
China alone, with one of the largest reserves of
coal in the world, plans 200 new coal-fired stations in
the future.
Theproblem is not that idevelopingcountrieslcan
prevent an agreement beingreached, but that they
can refuse tosign, ratifjorimplementan agreement
unless and until their economic and other concerns
have been addressed.10
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What Will the Brazil Conference Do?
The leaders of the Group of 7 leading industrial
countries, at the Paris Summit of July 1989, declared
in their final communique that “the conclusion of a
framework or umbrella convention on climate change
to set out general principles or guidelines is urgently
required.”
Anticipating their concerns, two UN agencies
(the World Meteorological Organization and the UN
Environment
Program) set up in 1988 the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
with amandate to provide a firmer assessment of the
scientific basis for climate change.
The IPCC established three sub-groups, each of
which prepared reports for the second World Climate
Conference in Geneva in the fall of 1990.

Negotiations
to discuss an international
convention on climate change openedin Washington,
D.C. in February 1991 under the auspices of the U.N.
General Assembly.
The theory is that a framework convention would
contain appropriate commitments for actiontocombat
climate change and its adverse effects and would
consider the particular needs and development
priorities of developing countries to assist them in
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grappling with the threats of climate change and
participating in the solutions.
This would be followed as soon as possible by
protocols that could include more obligations (i.e.,
targets and timetables).
Climate Change Issues
Among the issues that UNCED or negotiations leading
up to orparallel with. UNCED will need to address are
the following:
an appropriate global .warming index, with
practical limits whtch still minimize risks;
estabtishinggtobat and fair-national targets
based on the index. This wilt require
estimating each country’s emissions for a
baseline year;
evaluating whether and how credits should
begiven to national governments for actions
taken prior to when the convention enters
into force - for example, reforestation, CFC
reductions, perhaps even nuclear power if
that is considered appropriate;
assessing the needs of developing countries;
evaluating alternative administrative and
enforcementmechanisms.
Thiscoutdinctude
a system of international emissions trading
by whichdifferent companies have thechoice
of achieving
emission
reductions
in
greenhousegaseseitherattheirown
facilities
or by purchasing
allowances from other
companies, whichever is more economical.
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Transboundary Air Pollution Issues
The major issues include:
broadeningparticipation
by more countries
in existing legal agreements or facilitating
new regional agreements beyond those in
North America and Europe - this may be
preferable to “globalizing” existing ones;
seeking technologies for cutting down air
pollution and improving the harmonization
worldwide of currently-existing
technical
emission standards;
promoting
new strategies
for energy
efficiency
and rational
energy use and
eliminating
economic
incentives
and
subsidies for fossil fuels.

The Challenge Remains
Meeting the challenge of global warming will not be
easy. The uncertainties ofpredictions make consensus
difficult to reach.

In the first instance, energy-efficient countries
like Japan will be reluctant to make the same
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percentage cuts as inefficient ones like Canada.
Britain has announced a later date for stabilizing its
emissions (2005) than its partners in the European
Community (2000). Nor can Third World countries
all be treated alike. Some, such as Brazil with its
burning forests, send up a huge amount ofgreenhouse
gases; others hardly any. Even agreeing on the figures
of who emits how much will be difficult because of the
complexity of the calculations.
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The second question is also hard to answer.
Although the revised Montreal Protocol (the London
agreement) provides for compensation to developing
countries, the Americans, who previously had been
the most adamantly opposed to this approach, firmly
stated that in accepting it, they did not regard it as a
precedent. Yet the fact remains that by striking a
bargain in the ozone negotiations, a deal was reached
which included both India and China whose
involvement is vital and who up until then had been
hold-outs.
Moreover, in Eastern Europe payments by the
victims of air pollution will soon be common. Already,
Sweden helps Poland with technology to prevent acid
rain, while other Western European governments
are considering similar arrangements. “They reckon
that a dollar spent in Eastern Europe buys far more
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improvement in air quality than one spent at home.“11
However, clearly if deals are to be struck, the
bargaining is going to be very tough.
In the face of these challenges, one knowledgeable
observer has offered the following warning:
Unless overwhelmed by a strong and enduring
public consensus or bypolitical leadership not yet
in evidence, the political processes within and
among nations are not likely to bring forth
substantial policy action until the uncertainties
surrounding climate change aregreatly reduced,
and probably not until evidence of warming is
palpable. This conclusion holds, even though the
earth’s climate may sustain irreversible changes
if some of the forecasts are correct.12
Against that rather grim prediction, the only
remedy is one offered by the Canadian journalist and
filmmaker Boyce Richardson in a recent book with
the suggestive title, Time to Change. He suggested
that the essential ingredient of hope for the global
future was
an informed and active citizenry hounding its
governments to o?o what has to be done.13
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Why are the Oceans Important?
Very simply, life on our planet depends on the oceans.
Water constantly evaporates from these vast bodies
to become clouds andvapour in the atmosphere. This
falls as rain and provides us with the fresh water
needed for agriculture, industry and human uses.
The “hydrological cycle” also moves nutrients
through the soil, along rivers and into lakes supporting
a rich variety of aquatic life. Thus plant life thrives on
land and in the sea, feeding animal life and producing
the oxygen needed for all animals to survive.
Physically, the seas act as a giant reservoir for
heat from the sun. Their movements help moderate
the planet’s temperatures and shape our climate.
Without the atmosphere and the oceans, the
effective surface temperature of the world would
plunge from the present 15°C to a frigid -25°C. And
without water circulation, the human and industrial
wastes that have for generations been dumped into
the seas would gradually build up and poison both
land and air.
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Over 30 countries get more than one-third of this
protein from seafood - not just nations with huge
commercial fishing fleets, but also many developing
states in Africa and Asia.
In short, the oceans are a highly productive system
which continuously recycles the chemicals necessary
for living organisms to survive. However, development
in many ways is now threatening the oceans and
other seas. The threats are numerous: the unmanaged
growth ofcities with their large-scale dumping of raw
sewage; intensive agricultural practices leading to
runoff of fertilizers and feedlot wastes; marine
transportation; the destruction of forests; and river
basin development are among the assaults.

Why are Coastal Zones Especially Important?
Coastal zones are home to the oceans’ bounty. Here
microscopic plants and the small animals which feed
on them flourish. These zones are the hatcheries and
feeding grounds for important fish and shellfish
species. They are home for 30,000 species of mollusc
and almost all species of crustaceans. Coastal zones
have also attracted many varieties of birds, animals
and, perhaps the greatest potential threat, human
beings.
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It is in coastal zones that humans put the most
pressure on the marine environment, where 90% of
the world’s fish are caught. It is the site of our homes,
a major source of food, a favoured place for recreation,
and a popular garbage dump. Large numbers of
people with their diverse demands on the environment
can themselves cause significant unforeseen changes
in coastal ecologies.
The Mediterranean,
however, provides an
illustration of what can be done, at least in theory, to
protect coastal areas against the worst excesses of
human use and abuse, despite large populations. For
over 4,000 years, this sea has been the crossroads of
European, Middle Eastern and North African
civilizations. It remains highly important today,
bordered as it is by 120 cities with a coastal population
of at least 100 million and with over 20% of the
world’s oil traffic crossing its waters.
For years, most of the municipal waste which
flooded into the Mediterranean was untreated or
inadequately processed. Pollutants such as mercury,
lead, used motor oil and pesticides had been found in
its waters. By 1975 the situation was considered
critical.
That year the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) began to shape a plan of action
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for the Mediterranean by bringing together countries
bordering on the Mediterranean and the European
Economic Community (EEC). Protocols were signed
against dumping from ships and aircraft and for
cooperation in pollution emergencies. Lists ofbanned
substances were established to regulate dumping,
while less noxious but still dangerous materials were
to be strictly controlled.
Currently, Mediterranean governments are
involved in their most ambitious project so far. This
involves placing anti-pollution devices in all factories,
regular inspections of facilities, and installing
pipelines to take sewage out to sea beyond bathing
and shellfish waters. By the time the project is
completed, it is estimated that the cost will exceed
US$lO billion.
The Mediterranean is far from being the only
large body of water to be endangered. UNEP has
initiated a Regional Seas Programme which now
brings together over 130 states bordering 11 different
shared seas around the world. It provides theimpetus
for bringing governments together to develop a flexible
legal framework within which further agreements
can be negotiated as needs allow and politics require.
Noless than 14UNagenciesandover40international
and regional organizations participate in the worldwide program.1

All the regulations and international standards in
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the world are of little use if there is no money or
provisions to do effective monitoring of what actually
happens. The massive Canada-United States cleanup ofthe Great Lakes, which cost $8.85 billion over 15
years for partial treatment of municipal andindustrial
wastes, amply demonstrates the financial burden.2
The Need for Fisheries Management
After 1970, the expansion of world fisheries, which
had begun following the Second World War, levelled
off.3 The average annual increase in catches fell from
6-7 per cent to about one per cent as more and more
stocks were depleted and fewer new species were
brought into the fishery. Over-exploitation threatens
many stocks. Several of the world’s largest fisheries
- the Peruvian anchoveta, several North Atlantic
herring stocks, and the Californian sardine - have
collapsed.
Concern amongcoastal states about the depletion
of their fisheries was one factor leading to the
establishment of the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
under the Law of the Sea negotiations. The EEZ
permits coastal states to exercise sovereign rights
over the management of national resources, living
and non-living, in the waters, sea-bed, and subsoil,
up to 200 nautical miles from their shorelines.
The idea behind the EEZ was that coastal states
would introduce
effective conservation
and
management measures within the zone in exchange
for control of the activities of foreign fishermen there.
But industrial countries have been much more
successful in doing this than developing countries. In
the north-west Atlantic, the annual catch by long-
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range fleets declined from over 2 million tons before
1974 to about a quarter of a million tons in 1983,
while the share of the catch taken by Canada and the
United States rose from less than 50 to over 90 per
cent.
By contrast, long-range fishing fleets from
industrialized countries still catch about 5 million
tons annually in developing regions.

Even in Canada, however, the crisis in the fisheries
is clear. Northern Gulf of St. Lawrence cod has fallen
drastically in numbers, haddock stocks are at
dangerously low levels, and catches of snow crab in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence have declined by more than
50 per cent. Consumers see the crisis reflected in
availability and prices.

In Canada, the government has responded in
several ways. New conservation measures are being
developed regarding minimum fish size, mesh size
and gear type. Higher penalties are being proposed
for those caught fishing illegally, and monitoring,
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surveillance and patrol activities are to be improved
or increased. Canada is also conducting a diplomatic
and public information campaign in Europe to
influence those nations that persist in overfishing
the stocks in international waters which straddle
Canada’s 200-mile zone. It is hoped that an
international regime can be put in place so that
stocks will be given the chance to rebuild.
International Efforts
Over the years, an impressive body of international
agreements of various kinds has been concluded to
deal with one or another of the varied threats which
endanger the oceans and marine life. These include
a series of agreements relating to oil pollution, the
London Dumping Convention of 1972 to control largescale dumping of industrial waste and sewage in the
oceans, as well as conventions to prevent marine
pollution from land-based sources.
The 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea
provides acomprehensive frameworkofinternational
law to protect the oceans and seas. It is designed as
an umbrella for further global, regional and national
actions such as UNEP’s Regional Seas Program which
has already been described. The U.N. system also
provides coverage of most environmental issues
relating to oceans and seas and an extensive network
of coordinating mechanisms such as periodic interagency meetings.
Nevertheless, many problems and considerable
discrepancies remain. For example, compliance with
internationally agreed rules to prevent marine
pollution from ships4 is hampered by a lack of
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monitoring to measure compliance, as well as effective
enforcement and education.
Negotiations must be pursued to ensure that
existing fishery stocks are equitably distributed
among competing interests, so that overfishing is
curbed and depleted stocks rebuilt.
Gaps in the present legal framework pertaining
to the oceans and seas must also be identified - a
painstaking task in itself because of the wide variety
of conventions and agreements in place which cover
different geographic. areas and different subject
matter.
Issues at UNCED:
l

0

.

the need to accelerate
monitoring
and
assessment of the oceans, including
the
impact of climate change;
encouraging
ratification and adoption of
existing treaties (e.g., 1972LondonDumping
Convention)
and negotiation
of new
agreements on new problems;
incomplete
coverage,
particularly
in
developingcountries, ofex%-ingagreements.
Such deterioration hits hardest the poorest
of the poor, through over-exploitation
of
fisheries
stocks and the destruction
of
nurseries.

As more and more people expect to live off the resources
of the sea and mariculture, the future of our ocean
resources will be tied to appropriate controls and
management.
Monitoring,
development
of
information data bases and international co-
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operationin setting standards and enforcing them
will be essential. It is hoped that the 1992 UN
Conference on Environment and Development will
give a significant boost to this important work.
Endnotes

World Commission
on Environment
and
Development, Our CommonFuture Oxford, 1987,
p. 270.
ibid. p. 270.
The following discussion owes much to Our
Common Future pp. 264-273.
The most notable example is the 1972 London
Dumping Convention (the Convention for the
Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of
Wastes and Other Matters) which regulates the
disposal of wastes by dumping and incineration
at sea.
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Waste Management: An Introduction
Along with many benefits, economic growth has
brought with it the twin perils of widespread use of
chemicals in industry, business and the home and
the enormous production of wastes of all kinds. These
threatshavealarmingpotentialforharmingboth
the
environment and human health.
All countries face these problems, but some chiefly as a result of wealth and experience - are far
better equipped to deal with them than others.
In many poor countries, the rapid growth of cities
and industrialization have raced ahead of the
government’s ability tocope with the sheer magnitude
ofsolid wastes that are generated daily andchemicals
over which they have little control.

This situation is beginning to change as some
governments move gradually towards a system of
testing all new chemicals before they come to market.
Most industrialized countries, including Canada,
have passed tough environmental laws to deal with
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both chemicals and wastes. Rigid guidelines are set
for the use, storage, and disposal of dangerous and
toxic substances, backed up by stringent sanctions.
Depending on the severity of the violation, persons
not in compliance with these standards can face stiff
jail sentences or heavy fines.
Disparities in International Standards
Unfortunately, there are wide differences in standards
between industrialized and developing nations.
Legislation protecting the environment is generally
much weaker in developing countries because of the
higher premium they place on economic growth. For
the same reason, technical standards for handling,
storing, and disposing of toxic wastes are usually
lower. In addition, most Third World countries lack
the resources (laboratories, trained workers) to assess
the risks of chemical use and thus they have no way
to control chemicals entering their borders that may
have been banned elsewhere.
The result is that a number of Third World
countries - particularly in Africa - have become
dumping grounds for industrial wastes. Unscrupulous
corporations, in addition to conducting illegal
dumping domestically,
also export toxic and
dangerous products and wastes abroad. Moreover,
legislation has not been entirely effective in reducing
the amount of hazardous and toxic wastes being
dumped. The Third World is further exploited by
deceptive marketing, unsafe operations, and double
standards.
In essence, some of the most toxic and hazardous
wastes in the industrialized world are being passed
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on to those countries least equipped to deal with
them. The quantity of toxic waste exported is
significant and will remain so as long as the traf&king
is economically advantageous. As environmental
restrictions have increased in Europe and North
America, costs for waste disposal have soared. Quite
recently, the government of Benin on Africa’s west
coast was accepting waste for US$3 a tonne (a metric
tonne = 1000 kg or 1.102 tons). In Europe and the
United States, incineration can cost as much as
$2,000 a tonne.

So far, laws against these exports have been difficult
to enforce.
Illegal Traffic
The illegal international traffic also includes the
export of goods rejected elsewhere as unsafe.
Pesticides such as DDT and dieldrin - restricted or
banned in countries with strict controls - are used
extensively in developing countries. The value of
such exports from the United States alone is estimated
at $300 million a year. Frequently, these exports are
not labelled in the language of the receiving country
or they are used by illiterate or barely literate workers.
In consequence, although developing countries use
about one-fifth of the world’s pesticides, they account
for three-fifths of global pesticide-related deaths.
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The operating principle behind the illegal traffic
in hazardous substances seems tobe “out of sight, out
of mind” - the same principle which allowed the
hazardous waste problem to proliferate in buried
dump sights nearer to home. Unless high standards
are set and enforced, then toxic nightmares like Love
Canal are bound to be repeated around the world. It
amounts to a high risk game of “juggle the poison” the problem is not solved; it is merely moved around,
leaving the threat to the earth’s ecology intact.
International Agreements
In recent years, some progress has been made in
managing the traffic in toxic wastes. More countries
are clamping down on how much, if any, waste they
will accept.
In 1983 the United Nations published a
consolidated list (the International Register of
Potentially Toxic Chemicals - IRPTC) of products
which had been banned, withdrawn, severely
restricted, or not approved by governments. It has
since been updated twice and now includes annotated
entries for some 8,000 trade names.
After a 20-month process, the United Nations
Environment
Program (UNEP) succeeded in
obtaining the signatures of 116 countries for the
landmark Base1 Convention or, more accurately, the
Global Convention on the Control of Transboundary
Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal.
It establishes four key principles:
1

The generation of hazardous waste should be
reduced to a minimum at the source;
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Such wastes should be treated as close as possible
to their point of generation;
Hazardous wastes should be shipped only to
countries with adequate treatment facilities to
deal with them safely;
4

The export of hazardous wastes should be
controlled by an international management
system. This would provide accurate listing and
identification of the wastes shipped, and require
the prior informed consent of the countries of
importation and transit.

Canada signed the Convention in March 1989 and is
now engaged in the process of ratification, which
consists of ensuring that all domestic regulations are
in accord with the treaty. The Convention must be
ratified by at least 20 countries before it enters into
force.
The European Economic Community also signed
an aid and trade agreement called Lome IV in
December 1989 which bans exports of nuclear and
toxic wastes to 66 African, Caribbean and Pacific
countries.
While international treaties such as these should
help reduce the illegal traffic in hazardous substances,
theyarenotenoughtosatisfysomeenvironmentalists.
Greenpeace and other environmental groups have
called for a total ban on the export of both hazardous
wastes and pesticides. This would require countries
to develop and implement improved techniques to
treat, detoxify or incinerate hazardous wastes within
their own borders.
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In the case of Canada and the United States,
hazardous wastes currently go both ways and are
regulated by a 1986 agreement. This bilateral
agreement is based on the principle that such wastes
should be treated at the nearest licensed facility, so
as to minimize the distances they must travel to
ensure their environmentally sound disposal. Canada
does not support any bans on exports or imports of
hazardous wastes, in particular those destined for
recycling operation. The Canadian position is based
on the following reasons:
0

l

l

For economic and environmental reasons, the use
of treatment facilities should be rationalized.
This includes the possibility of countries agreeing
bilaterally to enable hazardous waste generators
to access the nearest facilities, regardless of
international boundaries.
Imposing such a ban would create a climate that
would encourage illegal movement.
Environmental and economic objectives must be
balanced, particularly for hazardous recyclables.

Future Progress
The World Commission on Environment and
Development, better known as the Brundtland
Commission, recommended in its 1987 report, Our
Common Future, that all governments should:
l

undertake that no new chemicals be placed on
international markets until the health and
environmental impacts have been tested and
assessed;
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l

reinforce on-going efforts to obtain international
agreement on the selection of existing chemicals
for priority testing, on criteria and procedures for
their assessment,
and on a system for
international sharing of the tasks and the
resources required;
strictly regulate the export to developing countries
of those chemicals for which authorization for
domestic sale has not been sought or given, by
extending requirements for prior notification and
information exchange to them; and
support the establishment in existing regional
organizations of units qualified to receive such
prior notification and information, to assess it
and to advise governments in the region on the
risks associated with the use of these chemicals,
in order to permit individual governments to
weigh these risks against benefits they may
perceive from importation of the chemicals.

The UN system through its agencies and programs is
striving to put these proposals into effect. Some of
their efforts have already been described.
In addition, UN agencies are collaborating on
healthandenvironmentalriskevaluationofchemicals
on technologies
for waste
and pesticides,
minimization, treatment and disposal, and on the
prevention of and emergency response to technological
accidents.
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Issues at UNCED
It is hoped that the 1992 UN Conference on
Environment and Development will be able to address
the following major gaps:
safe management of chemicals, including
pesticides, as an integrated concept;
coordination throughout the international
system to cover the issues and activities in
solid waste management effectively and to
monitor the efforts in developing countries;
site selection of a facility for the disposal of
high-level radioactive waste;
the need to strengthen existing guidelines or
conventions.

A key element is consumer awareness about chemicals
through clear packaging and labelling in local
languages
and through greater efforts by
governments, business and non-governmental
organizations to inform consumers fully of the
dangers. With respect to wastes, the objective must
be to reduce the amount generated and to transform
more and more into resources for use and reuse.
All of these goals will involve painstaking and ongoing negotiations by governments. But in order to
lay the ground for progress to be made - and to
sustain and capitalize on any advances - people,
through organizations, at the ballot box, and as
individual
voices, must demonstrate
their
commitment and determination.
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Land Resources : An Introduction
One of the major global challenges is to produce more
food, pure water, fibre and timber for rapidly growing
populations. Several factors, however, make this
challenge seem overwhelming.
One is the surge of more and more people and
their spiralling demands on the land.
Another is inappropriate farming systems such
as the use of hillsides that are ill-suited to cultivation.
A third is poorly designed irrigation systems over
the last couple of centuries which have led to
increasing salinity of the land.
And finally, there is the potentially devastating
effect ofclimate - witness the series ofdry years in the
Sahel region of Africa during the 1980’s.
All ofthese factors have been major causes of land
“degradation” - that is, soil erosion, the spread of
deserts, the destruction of forests, and other abuses
of land resources.
Moreover, the degradation of the natural resource
base (soils, rangelands, forests and water) appears to
be increasing.
If this trend continues,
the
consequences for agriculture, forestry and whole
economies could be highly negative.
The aim must surely be to ensure that these
sectors remain not only productive, but indeed,
increase their productivity.
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Soils and Farming
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These farmers’ ability to feed themselves and to earn
additional monies to improve their lot is critical to
the survival of entire societies.
The challenge is enormous. First, the number of
mouths to feedis growing steadily. Global population
by 2025 is expected to be twice that of 1980. Second,
farmers must grdw their crops on roughly the same
amount of land since most of the world’s arable land
is already under the plough or pasture. Yet as
agriculture around the worldbecomes more intensive
and as ill-advised agricultural practices such as
monoculture persist (when the same crop is planted
year after year), land becomes increasingly vulnerable
to erosion.
Grasslands become deserts when vegetation
growth is reduced to a minimum. Desertification - the
making of more desert -is the result of droughts, less
rainfall than usual, overuse (too much cultivation
and grazing), or wind patterns.

The Earth Summit
As more and more land is brought into permanent
cultivation, the pastoral herding people are forced
into marginal lands. Meanwhile, the desert swiftly
advances: according to the UNEnvironment Program
(UNEP), in the early 1980s out of a total of 473
million hectares of productive drylands in SudanoSahelian Africa, 88% was classified as desertified.1

used as pasture for cattle - land that is much better
suited to basic crops for domestic consumption.
Meanwhile, the small, land-poor farmers are driven
either to cultivate hillsides or to cut down more
forests. But the uncovered hillsides are more
susceptible to erosion and soils wash away in a few
years, while tropical forest soil is rarely suitable for
intensive or prolonged cultivation. So the small
farmers are obliged to move on, carrying their
destructive habits with them.
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in riverbeds causes the rivers to rise to higher flood
levels. Siltation has also impaired the efficiency of
hydroelectric and irrigation dams.
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erosion, especially during prolonged droughts. The
possibility of a drier climate in this region has
encouraged the Canadian and U.S. governments to
make plans to remove the most endangered areas
from production, but an integrated land-use strategy,
which would provide long-term solutions, remains
elusive.2
Forests
Forests have been described as the hearts and lungs
ofthe world. Their heart-land description arises from
the fact that most river systems originate in the
forest.
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process of photosynthesis, the carbon from carbon
dioxide in the air is “fixed” (or converted to solid
matter) and becomes a part of forest biomass (wood,
bark, and leaves). This is an important element in the
global carbon reservoir.
Forests also filter particulate pollution from the
air, and improve local and regional climates. When
rain falls on a forest, as much as 80% may be returned
to the atmosphere by evaporation directly or through
the leafsystems. Fundamentally, the forest acts as a
sponge or a protective cover which stops rain from
falling directly on bare land, and thereby causing
excessive erosion.
Particularly in the tropics, forests are a major
source of global genetic diversity.

There are a number of reasons for this crisis. One
is the pressure on land: small farmers in poor
countries ‘slash and burn” forest land in order to
produce more food and cash crops. This practice is
doubly destructive since usually these farmers do not
even gain any money from the trees felled.
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Furthermore, tropical forest soils are often unsuited
to agriculture and the agriculture is not sustainable
for more than a few years. Land conversion to other
uses is the major problem in most developing
countries. In Brazil, for example, the vast majority of
Amazonian deforestation is due to land conversion.
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potentially catastrophic. Indiscriminate forest
removal on watersheds has had disastrous results:
loss of soil and land productivity, sedimentation of
irrigation systems and turbines, and flooding in the
plains. Large-scale forest clearance also may have
had a devastating impact on global genetic diversity,
and on gene pools of individual species.
The greenhouse effect is also partly owing to
deforestation. The earth is now warming because of
an increase of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
Forests store more carbon than any other vegetation
on land. Deforestation means fewer trees are exhaling
oxygen which, therefore, increases the proportion of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The burning of
wood as fuel makes the situation worse by increasing
carbon dioxide emissions. Destruction of forests over
past centuries has contributed substantially to the
total increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentration. Currently, it contributes to between
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15-20% of the total greenhouse effect.4
Solutions?
There are many remedies available to combat
desertifkation and many policies that will promote
the sustainable management of land resources. The
challenge is to put them into effect. For sensible as
these alternatives may seem from a distance, their
implementation on the ground frequently runs
countertoentrenchedeconomicinterests, traditional
customs, political inertia and a host ofother obstacles.
The World Commission on Environment and
Development, better known as the Brundtland
Commission, observed that poverty itself is a major
global scourge:
Environmental stress has often been seen as the
result of the growing demand on scarce resources
and the pollution generated by the rising living
standards of the relatively afluent. But poverty
itself pollutes
the environment,
creating
environmental stress in a different way. Those
wh.o are poor and hungry will often destroy their
immediate environment in order to survive: they
will cut down forests; their livestock will overgraze
grasslands; they will overuse marginal land; and
ingrowing numbers they willcrowd into congested
cities5
On the other hand, conserving the agricultural
resource base has three huge benefits. First, secure
resources and reasonable living lead to good
husbandry and sustainable management. Second,
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migration from the countryside to cities is eased and
less food is imported from abroad. Third, by putting
money in Third World pockets, population growth is
slowed.6
Since the end of World War II, the number of
cattle in the Sahel has increased five fold. This can be
traced to the fact that the new countries nationalized
land and did not allow the local population to
participate in the decision-making process on how it
would be used. Prior to that, each village owned or
had the rights to the land. The elders made the
decisions on how the land would be used and the
livestock it could support. Indigenous knowledge
such as this is the single best solution to land
degradation. Land should be returned to the villages
with the villagers themselves regulating its use.
A more sophisticated but also more costly approach
is for developing countries to classify land for different
uses, depending on “best use” criteria. This means
taking an inventory of all the land in a country, which
satellite monitoring and other new technologies make
more feasible. This, combined with full public
discussion
and political will, would permit
differentiation of infrastructure, support services,
fiscal subsidies and other incentives, and regulations
- depending on how the lands are designated.
At the same time, a delicate balance must be
maintained
for forests between sustainable
development and conservation. Once again, sound
policies must be based on scientific analysis of the
capacity of forests and their soil to perform different
functions, along with the involvement of local people
who are both “victims and agents of destruction and
who will bear the burden of any new management
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scheme.“7
For example, forestry can be extended into
agriculture. One or more tree crops can be combined
with food crops or animal raising on the same land.
The agroforestry approach has been practised by
traditional farmers everywhere: it is especially
appropriate for small farmers and low quality lands.
The challenge is to “revive old methods, improve
them, adapt them to new conditions, anddevelop new
ones.“8 On the other hand, agroforestry is not a
panacea: while it can make important differences,
the fact remains that there is no system at the
present time that will be able to feed the
predominantly urban world of the year 2000.
International Efforts
Different international mechanisms have been tried
with limited success. A UN Plan of Action to Combat
Desertifkation (PACD) was drawn up in 1977. It had
three objectives:
1

to stop and then reverse the environmental
processes of desertification;

2

to put in place ecologically appropriate, productive
and sustainable land uses; and

3

to secure the social and economic advancement of
the people affected.

Yet so far PACD is an almost unqualified failure.
Combatting desertification has no immediate payoff,
it is a long-term process. Both potential donor
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countries and recipients tend to favour projects with
more immediate economic development goals.
Moreover, the lack of attention to PACD may also
reflect the fact that desertification affects the poorest
and least politically powerful people in a country.
Unless the catastrophe is both large and upon us - as
in the Sahel - governments will not commit large
amounts of money to programs that have a high risk
of failure.g
Somewhat different criticisms apply to the
Tropical Forest Action Program (TFAP), which was
jointly created by the UN Development Program,
FAO, the World Bank and the World Resources
Institute in 1985.
TFAP imposed a uniform, “top-down” planning
process involving legions of foreign consultants who
often had inadequate knowledge of the diverse
countries’ forestry institutions or practices, much
less the economic, social and cultural conditions
underpinning forest use. Moreover, since the planning
process was almost entirely dominated by foresters,
little attention was paid to the fact that virtually all
deforestation in the tropics has been caused by
agriculture.
A public outcry led by non-governmental
organizations resulted in several reviews of TFAP
and a major meeting in Geneva in March 1991 to try
to thrash out a new structure that permits local
people to have greater control over their own
resources. A recent issue of The New Scientist
magazine noted that the challenge
is “for
governments, citizens’ groups, forest dwellers,
conservationists, timber companies and foresters to
put their heads together to devise, for their country,
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a management plan that satisfies all who have an
interest in the forest.” Sadly, “achieving that allimportant dialogue has proved to be almost
impossible.“10
Issues at UNCED
.

l

l

l

l

l

increased aid from developed countries to
combat soil degradation, deforestation and
desertification
by means of increased
research, extension and money;
sustainable
alternatives
to shifting
cultivation that would be acceptable tosmall
f armers;
identification ofeconomically viablesoil and
water conservation
techniques,
geared
toward the needs of small fwmers;
sustainable development of d&and areas
with highpopulations, including alternative
or supplementary means of livelihood;
strategies to alleviate deforestation
and
desertification caused by the conglomeration
of refugees
and
their
livestock
in
environmentally fragile areas;
the development of national soils policies to
encouragesustainable
agriculturepractices
in the developing world.

The 1990 Houston Summit of the Group of Seven
leading industrialized
countries called for a
convention on tropical and temperate forests to protect
biodiversity and to reflect concerns about climate
change. If all goes well, an International Convention
on Forests could be one of the most significant
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accomplishments of the UNCED.
The Food and Agriculture Organization is playing
an active role in providing analytical support and
developing ideas for such a convention. It is hoped
that negotiations to prepare a convention will be
opened by member countries as soon as possible. This
would be the first in a two-step process: first, a
country signs a convention or another form of legal
instrument, which signals its intention to ratify;
then, the country proceeds to bringits domestic laws
into accord with the provisions of the instrument, at
the conclusion of which ratification can take place.
Canadian Approaches
At the national level, in 1987 the Canadian Council
of Forestry Ministers (representing both federal and
provincial ministers) adopted, after broad public
consultation, a National Forestry Sector Strategy.
At the last meeting of this Council in October
1990, it was agreed to revise the strategy. A series of
regional forums is being held during 1991 in order to
consult as widely as possible, with the ultimate
objective being a renamed National Forest Strategy
ready for adoption at aNational Forestry Congress to
be held in Ottawa in March 1992. This process will
allow Canada to prepare internally for whatever
obligations maybe undertaken in agreeing at UNCED
to a global convention or other kinds of legal
instruments on forestry.
As for agriculture, the Canadian position is
characterized by a dual approach. On the one hand,
it is recognized that, in the short-term, developing
countries will be obliged to practice non-sustainable
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agriculture if they are to meet the daunting challenge
of feeding their rapidly growing populations. On the
other hand, Canada is determined
to seek
commitments from developing countries that they
will prepare national soils policies which will
gradually move their agriculture towards sustainable
practices in the longer-term.
Canadian diplomacy at the UNCED and in the
preparations leading up to it could play a vital role in
building bridges between different national
delegations on the complex interrelationship between
diverse land uses and sustainable land management.
How we use or abuse the soil is fundamental to how
we view ourselves and the earth we inhabit.
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Biological Diversity: An Introduction
From the depths of the ocean to the snow-capped
mountain peaks, our world teems with life. A startling
variety of plants, animals, and micro-organisms
coexist in complex, interlocking ways in a wide range
of natural habitats.

Within each species, there is further diversity
measured by the variation in genes among the
members of a population. It is this genetic variation
which determines that some roses will be red and
others yellow, that some chickens will be best for
producing meat and others eggs.
Biological diversity - genetic variation, the number
of species, and the different ecosystems in which they
coexist -is amongourgreatest treasures. Yet, in spite
of world-wide conservation efforts, our biological
resources are being lost. Delicate ecosystems,
damaged by acid rain, waste disposal, and
deforestation, are losing their ability to sustain life.
Overharvestingandkillingofsome species compounds
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Why is Biological Diversity Important?
For many conservationists, there is an ethical
imperative to protect all of the various biological
resources of the earth. Beyond consideration of our
role as human stewards, however, there are more
pragmatic reasons why biological diversity is
important.

In the United States, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture attributes $l-billion annually ofincreased
crop productivity to the introduction of genetic
characteristics from wild species into major crop
plants.
The diversity of wild plant and animal species
also provides enormous potential for both the
development and testing of new drugs.
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In addition, places such as parks, reserves and
wildlife refuges, where people go to see wild species
and other natural features, contribute enormously to
the economy. Recent studies have found that wildlifeassociated recreation accounts for billions of dollars
spent in Canada each year. The potential of developing
countries to attract foreign exchange by promoting
“eco-tourism” is beginning to be realized, but much
more can still be done.
Perhaps the most important reason for conserving
biological diversity is that all life, including human
life, depends on keeping the planet healthy. All living
things interact with their environment in an
interlocking way, such that the fate of one species is
closely tied to that of others. We rely on our
environmental resources for many benefits which we
often take for granted - the biologically mediated
recyclingofnutrients,purifyingofwater,floodcontrol,
breakdown ofpollutants, protection of soil, fixation of
solar energy, and other life-sustaining functions.

The loss of one species, for example, could trigger an
increase in other species which use the same resources,
or it could led to decreases in species which preyed
upon it. Considering the limitations of our existing
knowledge, can we afford to squander biological
resources which may be useful or even essential?
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What Threatens Biological Diversity?
Despite efforts to increase awareness of the need to
conserve biological diversity, many organisms
continue to be exposed to a variety of human-caused
threats.
The most serious of these, is habitat alteration,
often related to land-use changes on a regional scale
which involve massive reductions in natural
vegetation. Such reductions inevitably result in
population declines of indigenous species, with a
corresponding loss in genetic diversity and an increase
in vulnerability to disease, hunting, and random
population fluctuations.
Most circumstances of habitat alteration can be
traced back to human population increases. As our
population has increased, forests have fallen and
wetlands and marshes have been lost in order to
provide new land for raising crops and livestock or for
urban development.
In forests where large areas have been cleared to
provide fuel wood and timber, natural regeneration
may not occur because seed sources may not be
available and soils may have been degraded.
This is particularly true in tropical forests, where
climax species have large and poorly dispersed seeds,
where close interdependence with micro-organisms
is probably common, and where nutrients are rapidly
leached from exposed soil. The result is soil loss,
droughts, floods, disrupted water supplies, and a
legacy of unproductive land.
In the ocean, coral reefs are under severe assault.
These fragile, species-rich ecosystems are threatened
by extensive mining for concrete production and the
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commercial collection of coral.

..
Excessive commercial harvesting has caused the
virtual elimination of several species. Whenever
individuals are taken at a higher rate than can be
sustained by the natural reproductive capacity of the
species, there exists the danger of loss of biological
diversity.
Another important factor is climate change, often
related to changing land-use patterns. The global
warming of the “greenhouse” effect will certainly
have a serious impact on many ecosystems.
What Can Be Done?
Governments have adopted numerous measures to
address different aspects of the problem, including
national conservation programs, international
conventions, and other instruments.
In Indonesia, for example, fines have been imposed
and forestry licences revokedifcompanies are caught
cutting trees’smaller than the law allows, or if they
overharvest the forests.
Australia wants to have its remainingrain forests
included on UNESCO’s World Heritage List, which
would oblige the country to “preserve, conserve, and
rehabilitate” forests and make them off-limits to
development.
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In the late 1960’s, India was faced with a massive
hemorrhage in its tiger populationbecause expanding
human populations were encroaching on and
destroying the tiger’s last sanctuaries. India rose to
the challenge and launched Project Tiger in 1972.
International conventions were drafted and
national laws were passed to protect the tiger, which
became a symbol for all of the natural riches of
wildlife and wildlands in the sub-continent.
Special tiger reserves were declared. More and
better trained and equippedstaffwereput
inplace
to manage these precious resources. Economic
planners faced the challenges associated with
creating the tiger reserves and the surrounding
forest areas as positive features in regional landuse and economic advancement programs. No
longer could clearing the jungle and killing tigers
be considered the mark of progress it once had
been.1

The sad truth is that the areas with the greatest
biological diversity are frequently those with the
fewest economic means to implement conservation
programs. Most developing countries are faced with
more immediate demands than environmental
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problems, such as getting a handle on massive debts.
For biologically rich but economically poor countries
such as Zaire, Burma, and Indonesia, using their
resources to generate income for their increasing
populations has priority.
International Efforts
The conservation of biological diversity is the aim of
a number of international conventions.
These include the 1946 International Convention
for the Regulation of Whaling (to protect all whale
species from overhunting and to establish a system of
conservation), the 1971 Convention on Wetlands (to
stem the progressive encroachment of wetlands,
recognizing their fundamental ecological importance),
the World Heritage Convention of 1972 (to promote
conservation and preservation of heritage sites), the
1973 Convention on International
Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, and
the 1979 Conventionon the Conservation ofMigratory
Species ofWild Animals (to protect those that migrate
across or near national boundaries).
The UnitedNations family ofagencies also strives
for the conservation and utilization of biological
diversity through improved knowledge, assessment
and monitoring of genetic resources and ecosystems.
To this end, the UN seeks to encourage appropriate
national and international tools and mechanisms.
International and UN efforts are guided by
principles embodied in the several key documents,
among them the World Charter for Nature of 1982
and the World Conservation Strategy of 1980.
The Strategy, which brought about a turning
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point in thinking about economic development and
protection of the biosphere, was commissioned by the
UN Environment Program and prepared by three
non-governmental
international
leading
0rganizations.s
The Strategy makes conservation a primary policy
concern of all economic sectors in government rather
than that of one separate department.
It designs environ.mental policies that can
“anticipate and prevent” rather than“react andcure.”
National actions would conserve renewable
resources like fisheries, forests, andcropland; protect
natural areas; and control pollution. International
actions would protect the “global commons”: the
atmosphere, the oceans, and the continent of
Antarctica.
Unfortunately, the Strategy lacked any provision
either for promotion or for monitoring progress.
Perhaps as a result, it is being applied in a rather
piecemeal fashion.
Some countries have endorsed it, but by and
large, it is individuals and organizations that have
responded to its objectives and who use it as a
blueprint and checklist for policy development.
However, nearly ten years after its publication,
there are 54 other Strategies under way or completed
in 41 countries and the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature - which helped to write the
original Strategy - is setting up a data base to keep
track of them.
The adoption and launching of the second World
Conservation Strategy is one of the most important
items on the international agenda relating to biological
diversity prior to the 1992 UN Conference on
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Environment and Development (UNCED) in Brazil.
One of the priorities of the new Strategy will be to
improve coordination and implementation of the
various conservation conventions, agreements,
strategies and action plans.
The Brazil Conference
The UNCED itself is expected to provide the
opportunity to adopt an international framework
legal instrument on biological diversity.
Already the negotiating process towards a
convention has been launched under the auspices of
the U.N. Environment Program.
This process is strongly supported by Canada; a
convention on biological diversity could be one of the
UNCED’s most significant accomplishments.
At the same time, it is hoped that the UNCED will
also launch international legal instruments on climate
change and on forests, both of which would also have
significant impact on world-wide biological diversity.
Issues at UNCED
UNCED may address a number of gaps that can be
summarized in the following key points:
l

l

a worldwide
assessment
is needed
of
biological diversity in order to understand
better the current situation and trends, and
the policies that are required;
a comprehensive national and international
action plan is needed to conserve existing
biological diversity;
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better knowledge is needed of the economic
value of biological diversity and genetic
resources;
action is urgently needed to protect tropical
forests which are inhabited by about
of
the world’s species, specifially:
the Tropical Forestry Action Plan remains
seriously under-fin&d;
deforestation remains a major scourge, with
government
policy
in many countries
continuing
to encourage the widespread
clearing of forests, either deliberately or
inadvertently;
an integrated approach is needed which
strikes a balance between the needs of local
populations and the protection of genetic
resources.

7Wo

The conservation of biological diversity is mostly
about the activity and behaviour of men and women.
In order to change this behaviour for the better, the
fundamental perception which must be corrected at
the UNCED is the delusion that impoverished
countries earn greater immediate benefits from
exploiting their resources than they do from
conserving them.
The challenge is to educate decision-makers and
involve grassroots communities so that they realize
conservation does not mean non-use, but instead, use
which preserves and enhances the resource. Looked
at in this way, conservation of biological diversity
becomes a means of economic development and, above
all, a way of sustaining planet earth.
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Endnotes

1

2

This excerpt is taken from a review of a new book
entitled Tigers: The Secret Life by ValmikThapar.
The review appeared in The New York Times
Book Review, August 26,1990, p. 3.
The following section on the World Conservation
Strategy draws heavily from Constance Mungall
and Digby J. McLaren, Planet Under Stress, The
Royal Society of Canada, 1990, p. 207.
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Fresh Water: An Introduction
Water is the lifeblood ofthe environment, essential to
the survival of all living things.

The freshwater supply is in continual motion
through the hydrologic cycle, the endless circulation
of water between the ocean, air, and land. Each year,
the sun’s heat causes some 500,000 cubic kilometres
of water from the earth’s surface to evaporate - 86%
from the ocean and 14% from land.
An equal amount falls back to earth as rain, sleet,
hail, or snow, but the process returns more water to
the land than is evaporated from it. The World
Resources Institute estimates that this cycle distills
and transfers 41,000 cubic kilometres of water from
the oceans to the continents annually. To complete
the natural cycle, the water then makes its way back
to the ocean as runoff.
Of this 41,000 cubic kilometres of water, almost
two-thirds returns to the ocean as flood runoff and is
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untappable. Another 5,000 cubic kilometres flow
through uninhabited areas. The remaining 9,000
cubic kilometres constitutes the practical limit of the
world’s renewable freshwater supply.
Is There Enough Water to Meet Our Needs?
Ifthe supply of freshwater was equally distributed, it
would be more than adequate to sustain the world’s
rapidly growing population as well as the many other
animals and plants which depend upon access to and
use of this resource. However, because both the
freshwater supply and the world’s population are
unevenly distributed, there are many regions which
suffer from severe water shortages.
By comparing evaporation and precipitation rates,
it is possible to identify water-rich and water-poor
countries.

In Africa, 30million people have suffered malnutrition
attributable to the drought of recent years. In Asia,
per capita freshwater supplies are less than half the
global average.
Even a water-rich country such as Canada, which
possesses close to nine per cent of the world’s
renewable freshwater supply, suffers from geographic
disparities. Some areas in the interior of British
Columbia, southern prairies, and the high Arctic
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receive less than 35 centimetres
of annual
precipitation. In addition, two-thirds of Canada’s
river flow runs northward, while 80% ofthe population
lives within 200 kilometres ofthe Canada-U.S. border,
a situation which results in occasional water
shortages.

In addition to distribution, it is important to look
at how the water is used when considering the question
of adequate supply. While many uses do little to
disturb water’s natural cycle, other uses - such as
agricultural, industrial, and household uses - can
dramatically reduce a region’s immediate water
supply. Most of the water used for irrigation, for
example, returns to the atmosphere through
evaporation and is not available for further use
locally. A farmer whose sprinklers operate on well
water may cause a net reduction in his region’s
groundwater supply.

As a consequence of its use in agriculture, depletion
of groundwater is common in India, China and parts
of the United States.
Supply problems can also occur through competing
uses of the same water. While most household and
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industrial uses withdraw water from its source and
then return all or most of it downstream, shortages
may arise at peak periods when overall demand
exceeds supply. In this regard, withdrawal rates per
person are important. Canadians, for example, are
among the biggest water users in the world.

As population, industry, and agriculture expand,
water for all uses will become increasingly scarce.
There are only two ways to reduce local water
shortages.
The first is by increasing local supply, either by
damming rivers or by withdrawing more groundwater.
Since the renewable freshwater supply of an area is
finite, if with,drawal continues to exceed recharge,
this is essentially a short term solution.
The second, and more sustainable, solution is to
increase theefficiencyofwateruse,therebyconserving
freshwater supplies locally.
The Importance of Water Quality
Assuring an adequate supply of freshwater is not the
only problem facing many countries throughout the
world.
There is also the serious problem of quality.
Water quality has long been an issue in the developing
world where three out of five persons lack access to
clean water supplies.
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The severity of the problem is such that the United
Nations declared the 1980’s to be the International
Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade and
instituted a program to provide safe drinking water
and appropriate sanitation for everyone by 1990.
Yet although considerable progress has been made
in countries as diverse as Indonesia, Ghana and
Mexico, the recent outbreak of cholera in Peru bears
terrible witness to the fact that the ambitious goals of
the decade were far from being met.
Population growth, particularly in urban areas of
developing countries during the decade provided an
unexpected challenge. One of the significant
conclusions of the decade is that the solution to
ensuring safe drinking water supplies lies not just
with the application of technology but with better
trained people able to manage adequately water in
all of its uses through an integrated approach to
water management.
Although many factors affect water quality, the
two major sources of freshwater pollution are
traditional organic waste (human and animal
excrement) and the toxic wastes generated by industry
and the products of industry. Organic wastes are
biodegradable, but become a problem when the
quantity ofwaste exceeds the capacity of the water to
purify itself. In India, for example, only 217 of the
country’s 3,119 towns and cities have even partial
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sewage-treatment facilities, according to a 1986study
by the World Resources Institute. As a result, an
estimated 70% of India’s total surface water is
polluted.

A toxic substance may be termed persistent or nonpersistent depending on how long it takes to
breakdown. Both persistent and non-persistent
contaminants can be harmful. Because of their
longevity, however, persistent toxic substances have
the greatest probability of accumulating up the food
chain to hazardous levels. Once in the water,
persistent substances are absorbed or eaten by
microorganisms.
Large numbers of slightly
contaminated microorganisms are then consumed by
the next level of the food web where concentration of
the toxicant increases.
While toxic pollution is most often associated
with industry, pesticides used to improve crop yields
are also a major problem.
In most newly industrialized countries, both
organic and toxic pollution are on the rise. This is due
in part to the use of pesticides to feed a growing
population and the desire for economic growth which
have been given higher priority than the reduction of
pollution.
The problem of water quality is not restricted to
developing nations. One need look no further than
the Great Lakes to see the severity of freshwater
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pollution in the industrialized world. More than 300
chemical compounds, many dangerous to human
health, have been found in the water. Cancerous
tumours, thought to be linked to toxic contamination,
have been found in fish of Lake Ontario.
Similarly, two rivers in the south of the Soviet
Union have been virtually killed by the pesticideladen runoff from nearby cotton fields. The area has
the highest infant mortality rate in the country,
which is attributed primarily to the infection and
disease spread by its contaminated water.
How Can We Protect This Vital Resource?
To some extent, both the quantity and quality of
freshwater resources are managed worldwide.
Unfortunately, the results - particularly in terms of
quality - have been inadequate.
Organic pollution is widespread in less developed
countries resulting every year in the unnecessary
deaths ofmillionsofpeople- andchildreninparticular
- from typhoid, cholera, and other water-borne
diseases. Diarrheal diseases result in the death of
about five million infants and children annually.
In developed countries, toxic chemicals are
freshwater’s greatest threat, emanating from efIluent
pipes and smoke stacks of factories, seeping into
groundwater from landfill sites and running off
agricultural land into surface and ground water.
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In summary, developing countries face two main
problems:
1

there is a shortage of water for agriculture; and

2

many people lack safe drinking water and basic
sanitation.

The main problem for industrialized countries is
pollution of the water resources, which has an impact
on drinking water and on the proper functioning of
aquatic ecosystems. In order to protect the world’s
freshwater and ensure clean water for all, it will be
necessary to clean up the pollution that is already
strangling the waterways; clamp down harder on
new discharges of such poisons; and continue to
educate the world population about humanity’s
responsibility for this life-sustaining resource.

Protection, therefore, depends on closer cooperation
between governments, whether the money spent will
have an immediate benefit domestically or not.
The Mar de1Plata Action Plan, which was worked
out under UN auspices almost fifteen years ago,
provides an overall action framework for the entire
international community.
Some limited progress has been achieved under
this framework, most notably the accomplishments
of the International Decade on Water Supply and
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Sanitation which was one ofthe key recommendations
of the Mar de1 Plata Action Plan, but numerous gaps
remain.
Uncontrolled events, such as a global recession,
large urban population growth in the developing
world and severe drought in Africa, impeded progress
in implementing the Mar de1 Plata plan.
Other problems have been widely identified, such
as lack of funds and well-trained technicians and
managers.
It is hoped that the 1992 UN Conference on the
Environment and Development will be able to deal
with these discrepancies effectively.
Issues for UNCED
recognition offreshwater as aglobal concern
and a critical factor impeding economic
development in developing nations;
l
promotion
of integrated
management
practices
for water that recognize
the
ecosystem aspects of water and its value in
all uses (including
non-human
uses) for
better coordination of diflerent water uses;
l
recognition of the increasing demand and
competition for freshwater resources;
9 development
of strategies
to better link
environmental
considerations in economic
decision making and more specifically, that
better integrate water management
with
overall national devezopment planning;
l
adequate pricing arrangements for water to
ensure that it is being used and conserved
effectively;
.
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l

better long term monitoring and assessment
of water, both quantity and quality aspects,
globally but particular
in Africa where
impZem.entationofm-onitorZngne~workslags
behind other continents.

The aim is to strike a balance between using water as
a major natural resource for development and the
need to safeguard water since it is a limited resource,
both to protect it against pollution and to protect the
habitats and species which depend on it. We must
think in terms of Sustainable Development: using
and managing resources and the environment in
such a way that they both maintain a strong economy
and preserve a healthy environment today and in the
years to come.
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Biotechnology: An Introduction
Our planet is home to literally millions of life forms,
many of which are too small to be seen by the naked
eye. Humans
have routinely
used these
microorganisms, or microbes, toimprove their quality
of life since the dawn of time.
A simple meal of bread, cheese, and beer, for
example, is only possible because of the activities of
microbes which turn milk into cheese, produce gases
to make bread rise, and convert the sugar in barley
into alcohol.
In recent years, as our knowledge of this
microscopic world has increased, biotechnology - or
the practical utilization ofmicrobial, plant and animal
cells - has emerged as a technique capable of conferring
tremendous benefits on humanity:
.
l

l

l

l

increased food production;
reduced dependence on artificial fertilizers and
pesticides;
improved health by creating and mass-producing
new drugs, antibiotics, and hormones;
pollution control by harnessing microbes which
can consume harmful wastes; and
increased industrial capacity.
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There are four basic types of biotechnology:
l

.
.

l

genetic manipulative, or recombinant DNA
‘technology;
cellular manipulative, or the creation of specific
substances through the fusion of normal and
abnormal cells;
fermentative technology, or the large scale growth
of living organisms and the removal or extraction
of substances as a result of this growth; and
enzyme technology, or the production ofsubstances
that have the capacity to enhance chemical
reactions and form any number of resulting
products from various substances.

Each of these techniques
offers countless
opportunities for the improvement of life on Earth.
Genetic engineering is the most spectacular facet of
biotechnology, permitting the manipulation of the
basic building blocks of life to produce desired
characteristics at the cellular level.
It is only within the last 20 years that scientists
have discovered they could graft totally foreign pieces
of genetic information into microbes to create new life
forms. In laboratories around the world, genetic
engineers have already designed microbes to
manufacture dozens of potentially invaluable
substances, such as insulin and new drugs to combat
viral diseases.
But other biotechnological techniques have been
equally significant. Cellular manipulative research,
for example, has open up the possibility of creating
new crops which will grow more rapidly and require
less fertilizer.
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The exciting
possibilities
inherent
in
biotechnology arise because oftheincredible diversity
of microscopic life.
Microbes can be found almost everywhere, even
in the most inhospitable of environments, such as ice,
oil, and boiling water. In addition, some can feed on
apparently non-nutritious materials, such as plastic,
oil, even solid rock. This ability means microbes could
be used to clean up waste oil spills or to eliminate
plastic waste, something which in the absence of
biotechnology
is virtually non-biodegradable.
Microorganisms have also been used to leach metals,
such as uranium and copper, from low-grade ores.

Biological diversity refers to genetic variation, the
number of species, and the different ecosystems in
which they co-exist. Although numerous conservation
efforts have been launched to preserve biological
diversity, biological resources are being lost at a
greater than natural rate as human populations
swell and little is done to change often wasteful or
unthinking behaviour patterns (see Chapter 5 on
biological diversity).
Can Biotechnology Be Dangerous?
The promises of biotechnology are accompanied by a
range of concerns which cannot be ignored Although
the benefits are obvious, laboratory accidents,
deliberate misuse of new techniques, unexpected
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interactions with the environment, and the creation
of products with harmful long-term effects are very
real possibilities.
The potential risks, for example, posed by grafted
genetic material escaping uncontrolled into wild
organisms by gene transfer processes that occur
naturally in the environment need evaluation before
any project is undertaken. The socioeconomic and
environmental risks and benefits must also be
evaluated in every instance.
The potential of biotechnology being used in the
development of weapons of mass or even minor
destruction also deserves serious consideration. The
Geneva Protocol of 1925 prohibited the use of
bacteriologicalmethods ofwarfare as well as chemical
weapons.
By the late 1960’s, however, it was widely
recognized that biological weapons had even more
devastating potential than chemical weapons. The
result was the 1972 Convention on the Prohibition of
the Development, Production and Stockpiling of
Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons. In
addition to the prohibitions recognized in its title, it
also called for the elimination of existing weapons.
By 1975,111 states had ratified the Convention
while another 25 had signed, but the problems of
verifying a country’s compliance with the terms of
the convention persist.
A 1986 review conference sought to recognize and
allow for these problems which relate largely to
confidence-building measures. Further legal steps
relating to the Biological Weapons Convention are
dependent upon the completion of the negotiations
around a chemical weapons. convention.
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There are many problems that make the successful
development of a biological weapon far from simple.
However, the fact that research and development is
still permitted for defensive purposes, and the fact
that verification processes are difficult, continue to
make this an area of international concern.
Biotechnology and the Third World
One of the great ironies surrounding biotechnology is
that while the enormous richness ofbiological species
and hence the required genetic diversity is largely
found in the Third World, the specialized technology,
skilled manpower and development capital needed
for research are found almost wholly in the private
sector of the industrialized world. This could easily
lead to exploitation of the natural resources of
developing countries in ways which only widen the
development gap between North and South.
For years, wild plants and seeds have been
collected freely by researchers and crossbred with
crops. A Turkish variety of wheat helps give striperust resistance to North America’s wheat crop. An
Ethiopian gene helps protect the barley crop from
disease.
Plant substances have been the ingredients or
inspiration for more than one-quarter of modern
drugs. The National Cancer Institute in the United
States alone collects thousands of plant samples each
year from Asia, Africa and Latin America in its
search for new cancer drugs.
The countries from whichsuchplants are obtained
have rarely been compensated, since the specimens
have been treated as part of the common heritage of
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mankind. Lately, however, the concept of property
rights for plants has been gaining ground. Some
nations are beginning to restrict access to wildlife
samples or to demand compensation for their genetic
resources as they do for mineral resources.1
Another major consideration is the impact of
biotechnology on local economies. Biotechnology could
erode the livelihoods of traditional producers by the
development of substitute products and processes
from genetic materials taken, in some instances,
from those very countries.
In Kenya, for example, the government withdrew
its support in 1982 for biotechnology programs
creating fuel alcohol because the main raw ingredients
consumed were basic food crops. Foodimports soared
during the period the Kenyan government supported
these programs.
On the other hand, although the use of food crops
for the production of fuel alcohol may result in food
shortages, the possibility of hardier crops grown on
previously barren land ultimately would have the
opposite effect.
The long-term effect of these opposing market
forces can only be guessed at. In the short-term,
however, biotechnology can have detrimental effects
on local and national economies and can present
governments with significant dilemmas as they seek
to limit the damage to their populations.
As biotechnology research advances, the world
economy will be buffeted again and again by conflicting
forces. As mortality rates drop due to new medicines,
populations will rise, creating greater needs for
energy, food, and fresh water.
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United Nations Efforts
The United Nations seeks to monitor the work of
the many private, public and international
organizations which are involved with some aspect of
biotechnological development.
The UN’s family of agencies provides a variety of
services relating or exploring biotechnology’s
interconnections with agriculture, health, industry
and the environment.
Through
these agencies,
environmental
management programs, agricultural and food
production and safety systems, and the work of
microbiological research centres around the world
are examined and enhanced. The emphasis is on
technical assistance, accelerated technological
research, special training and dissemination of
information.
Building on on-going work in the Organization
for Economic Co-operation andDevelopment, an interagency informal working group on safety in
biotechnology has been set up under the auspices of
the U.N. Industrial Development Organization, the
U.N. Environment Program, the World Health
Organization
and the Food and Agriculture
Organization.
It is seeking to speed the elaboration of basic
safety guidelines and to prepare an international
code of conduct. Its work is central to the process of
preparing for UNCED itself, which will be seen by
looking at the main issues at UNCED listed over the
page.
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Issues at UNCED
Q elaboration of basic guidelines on safety in
biotechnology;
l
facilitating
the preparation
of
an
3nternationaZ code of conduct;
.
assisting
in the preparation
of an
international ZegaZinstrument on biological
diversity.

Many new developments in biotechnology are not
fully appreciated (especially in all of their possible
ramifications) by either governments or the public.
In general, workundertaken without sticient regard
for the balance of nature, or with economic profit as
the sole motive, usually brings disaster of one sort or
another as a consequence.
The bottom line is that regulation, controls, and
education are all important elements in any
biotechnology
strategy. Mishandled, any new
discovery could be an environmental and economic
disaster, rather than the blessing it may appear to be
at the .outset.
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Chapter 9
is an edited version of a paper by
Brent Herbert-CopZey

of the
Social Sciences Division of the
International Development Research Centre
Technology, Environment and Development:
Options for Canada at UNCED and Beyond
September, 1991

Chapter 10
is an excerpt from a paper by
David RunnaZZs

of the
Institute for Research in Public Policy
What Should be said at UNCED?
Institutional Choices for the Rio Conference
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Brent Herbert-Copley
The debates leading up to the United Nations
Conference on the Environment and Development
(UNCED) have given new life to the subject ofNorthSouth technology transfer. This re-examination has
focussed largely on the financial, institutional and
legal mechanisms by which technologies currently
applied in the North can be transferred to developing
countries.
Other issues - the nature of developing country
technology needs, the role of developing country
research systems or the factors affecting the adoption
of technology - have been downplayed.

The agenda facing the international community
is an increasingly broad one. Attention in the North
has focussed on the ‘global change’ issues: ozone
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depletion, greenhouse warming, deforestation and
the erosion of biodiversity. Alongside these ‘live’
issues are a series of more latent’ environmental
problems which have important impacts in developing
countries, but which have attracted far less
international attention.
Addressing this second set of issues is essential if
developing countries are to be engaged in global
environmental action. It also underlines the intimate
connection between environment and development.
Efforts by the world community to tackle current
environmental threats must confront the realities of
burgeoning world population, of disparities in
resources and opportunities within and among
nations, and of the crippling effects of poverty on the
environment.
What role can technology play in a poverty-focused
approach to environmental protection? It is by no
means a panacea to environmental problems, nor
should we exaggerate
the ease with which
technological solutions developed in one socioeconomic context can be transferred to another.
Nonetheless, it is clear that any strategy to promote
more sustainable patterns of development must draw
upon technology. Environmental damage need not
be an inevit able consequence of technological advance
and economic growth.
What has until nowbeen lackingis acommitment
to pursue the host of social, legal and economic
reforms needed to enable economic development,
environmental protection and technological change
to work toward a common end.
This too is beginning to change, and the UNCED
conference is one indication of that change.
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Industrialized and developing countries now agree
that any environmental ‘bargain’ must include a
commitment to provide developing countries with
the financial and technological resources necessary
to confront current environmental threats.
Yet the precise nature of such a commitment has
proven to be one of the most thorny and divisive
debates in the lead-up to UNCED.
To a large degree, discussions on transfer of
‘environmentally sound’ technology have mirrored
earlier debates about North-South technology transfer
more generally, both in the gulf separating the
Northern and Southern positions, and in the nature
of the issues addressed.
Northern countries have stressed the following
four points:
the need to ensure adequate
financial
compensation to inventors, via developing country
recognition of intellectual property rights;
a conviction that as far as possible, technology
should be provided
on non-concessional
(commercial) terms, with no across-the-board
guarantee of concessional access;
a desire to limit the range of technologies under
consideration, in particular by de-linking the
climate change convention from other issues under
discussion at the Summit; and,
a preference for working through existing
institutions in order to channel funds to support
technology transfer activities, particularly the
World Bank’s Global Environmental Facility
(GEF).
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The Southern position, conversely, has tended to
stress the following points:
the need to secure access to the latest available
technology, including proprietary technology,
without conditionality in terms of reform of
Southern patent legislation;
the importance of concessional transfers, with
the North bearing the brunt of the costs of
providing the relevant technologies;
the need to consider the entire range of
environmentally-sound technologies, not just
those of relevance to global warming; and,
the importance of channelling funding through
new institutions which wouldensure an adequate
voice for the developing countries in their
constitution and operation.
There are, however, some emerging signs of a
movement away from this North-South deadlock.
There is a somewhat tentative consensus emerging
that intellectual property issues are not the key
constraint to effective action.
There is an increased recognition in both North
and South that any effective strategy must involve
not only the transfer of technologies from North to
South, but also the strengthening of indigenous
Southern technological capabilities, through a variety
of training and capacity building measures.
However, developing countries worry that
industrialized country support for capacity-building
and ‘technology cooperation’ may serve to detract
attention from the crucial issues of financing and
concessionality.
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Bases for Action
The technology transfer debate has not converged on
an agreed-upon range of choices. Instead, debate has
tended to concentrate on broad principles (intellectual
property rights, concessionality,
‘technology
cooperation’).
There is a need for concrete, specific proposals
which would help to bridge the gap between North
and South. Discussion of concrete actions, however,
must begin with a clear understanding of the nature
of the problem. In this regard, earlier research on
issues of science, technology and development yields
several important lessons of relevance to the current
debates.
EnvironmentaZZy Sound Technologies

In the first place, it is important to stress that
environmental %oundnessn is a relative concept.
There are multiple and often conflicting criteria of
environmental soundness, and few technologies will
be ‘best’ on all such criteria. Over time, judgements
about environmental soundness will change and the
environmental soundness of a particular technology
will in practice depend crucially upon the conditions
under which it operates.
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The Sources of Technological

Change

Much of the scope for environmental improvement
will come not simply from the application of existing
technologies, but rather from the development of new
technologies and practices suited to local conditions,
and from the efforts to improve the efficiency with
which technologies are operated.

There is a need to address three separate sources
of technological change:
1

the generation of new knowledge;

2

the diffusion or transfer of new technologies;

3

the process of incremental improvements to
production systems over time.

The Market
Technologies

for

Environmentally

Sound

Early research on North-South technology transfer
underlined the importance of examining the nature
of the market for technology.
What sort of preliminary observations can we
make regarding the ‘market’ for environmentally
sound technologies facing developing countries?
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A range of relevant technologies already exists.
In the case of greenhouse warming, for example,
these would include:
technologies to limit the use of CFCs;
energy conservation technologies;
technologies to improve the effiiency of carbonbased energy production;
non-carbon energy technologies (wind, solar);
agriculture and forest-related technologies, to
improve energy efficiency, reduce methane
emissions, reduce &forestation, and increase
agricultural output per unit of land.
However, in many cases technologies to meet specific
developing country needs either do not exist, are in
the early stages of development, or will require
substantial adaptation. Developing countries cannot
simply pull the necessary technologies ‘off the shelf.
In addition, the market facing developing
countries is extremely diverse. This may complicate
problems of technology assessment and choice but it
also suggests a relatively competitive market, in
which developing countries should enjoy relatively
strong bargaining power with suppliers.
Technology
Capabilities

Transfer

and

Technological

The ultimate goal of any international action in the
field of environmentally-sound technology should not
be to apply particular technological solutions, but
rather to enhance the capabilities of developing
countries to select, import, assimilate, adapt and
create the relevant technologies.
In the absence of sustained efforts to build such
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capabilities, transfer of novel technological systems
may result in only limited and short-term
improvements. Nonetheless, technology transfer is
crucial to current discussions for three reasons.
1

The disparity in scientific and technological
resources between North and South is acute.

2

A commitment
to increase
the flow of
environmentally sound technology may be an
important means of countering some of the other
trends at work in the international technology
market, such as: problems of indebtednes;, the
shift of industrialized country investment away
from developing countries; cutbacks in aid
appropriations; and the growth of collaborative
arrangements between Northern firms in ways
which have largely frozen out developing
countries.

3

Technology transfer and innovation are not polar
Technology imports can help to
opposites.
strengthenindigenous technologicalcapabilities.
But this depends crucially on the local policy and
institutional context, and on the specific terms
and conditions under which technology is
transferred.
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Pursuing

Areas of Mutual Interest

Environmentally sound technologies can also result
in increases in economic efficiency.
There is also growing recognition that technology
transfer can yield benefits to suppliers far beyond the
direct financial compensation involved in a given
transaction:
.

0
.
l

*

expansion of export opportunities for spare parts;
increased efficiency of the transfer process itself;
enhanced competitive position of supplier firms
v-is-a+ international competitors;
improvingtheproductivityofinput andcomponent
suppliers; and
two-way flows of knowledge.

Transfer of technology may thus play a role in
enhancing the competitiveness
of Canadian
environmental industries, although this does not
mean that commercial advantage should be the key
criteria in support to technology transfer.

Attention should be directed toward overcoming
informational
and
the barriers - financial,
institutional - to the realization of ‘win-win-win
solutions.
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Options for Action
These are based on five broad objectives:
clarifying the ‘rules of the game’ with regard to
international cooperation in the transfer and
development
of environmentally
sound
technologies;
increasing the supply of environmentally sound
technologies from abroad;
promoting the adoption and assimilation of
imported technologies;
improving needs assessment and technology
choice; and,
strengthening the innovative capabilities of
developing
countries
in the field
of
environmentally sound technology.
The options presented below are, for the most
part, not dependent upon securing a comprehensive
multilateral ‘bargain’ between North and South.
Instead, they concentrate on fmite, concrete actions
which should form the content of any program to
promote the transfer
and development
of
environmentally sound technologies to developing
countries.
The options also reflect a conviction that effective
action must involve a number of different actors.
There is considerable scope for developing new and
innovative partnerships between a variety of actors
- NGOs, municipalities, professional associations -in
North and South.
While there may be efficiency losses because of
insufficient coordination, these are likely to be less
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important than the transaction costs of negotiating
more broadly-based solutions, or the danger of
investing too many resources in what may turn out to
be a false lead. ‘I’his suggests a ‘two-track’ approach,
in which efforts to reach a broad consensus among
the relevant actors are balancedwithmoreimmediate
and independent actions.
Clarifying

the Rules of the Game

Attention must be given to clarifying the broad
principles which should govern cooperation between
North and South. The most important and contentious
points are likely to be intellectualproperty rights and
concessionality. Canada should stake out a clear
position on each ofthese issues, while at the same time
searching for points of compromise.

On the issue of concessionality, the challenge is to
marry Northern concerns to recognize the commercial
nature of most technology transfer, with Southern
demands for favourable access.
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Finally, it is essential to recognize that the
imperfect nature of some segments of the technology
market means that ‘market rates’ may be excessive,
and may be accompanied by excessively restrictive
conditions of transfers. Canada should press for
renewed discussions on some form of code of conduct
on technology transfer to guard against abuses of
strong market positions.
Increasing
Abroad

the Supply

of

Technology

from

A long-term response to the problem of technology
flows to developing countries must deal with the
structural factors which limit demand for imported
technology in these countries, such as small effective
market size, foreign exchange constraints, lack of
infrastructure, andlowlevels ofdomesticinvestment.
Canada should support initiatives in which
negotiations between technology suppliers and
recipients are separated from the financing of
developing country purchases
provided that
developing country concerns about the governance of
such institutions receive adequate attention.
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Given the difficulty of reaching agreement on a
comprehensive multilateral fund, attention should
also begiven to more limited steps which can be taken
to increase the supply of technology.
In the case ofproprietary technologies, intellectual
propertyissuesremainthemostfrequentlymentioned
barrier to transfer. It is doubtful that any across-theboard agreement on IP issues can be reached at
UNCED, however, there may be considerable scope
to increase the transfer ofcertain types of proprietary
technologies:
companies may be willing to transfer recentlydeveloped technologies in cases where these do
not represent part of their ‘core’ technological
capabilities.
there
may be considerable
scope
for
technology cooperation among non-competing
users.
there may be scope for the creation of
specialized brokering services to mediate between
the owners ofproprietary technology and potential
users in developing countries.
For more widely available, public domain
technologies, the barriers are likely to be less legal
than informational, and to some degree financial.
Barriers may be particulary high in the case of small,
specialized firms with little or no international
experience.
Canada should explore the possibility of creating
a special fund to support the involvement of such
firms in supplying
environmentally
sound
technologies.
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In the case of emerging technologies and precommercial research, much depends upon whether
research is primarily based in the public or private
sector. In the latter case, significant progress can be
made by donor countries in funding research
partnerships between developing countries and
Northern researchers in university or public sector
institutions.
Finally, in the area of ‘soft’technologiesand knowhow, there are a wide variety of mechanisms to
facilitate transfer. Twinningarrangements,involving
long-term partnerships between Canadian and
developing country institutions, may be particularly
useful. Reversing the South-North flow of trained
professionals ultimately depends on efforts to
strengthen scientific research institutions in
developing countries.
Promoting
Adoption
Technologies

and

Assimilation

of

A key problemin in technolgy adoptionis the frequent
lack of incentives for the application of more
environmentally sound techniques.
Recent debate has viewed this problem as one of
‘market forces’, focussing on distortions in factor
prices (especially energy), on poorly developed capital
markets, and on trade restrictions.
However, market-based reforms alone may be
insufficient to alter patterns of technology use. A
variety of non-market measures may also be needed:
l

more traditional ‘command and control’ type
regulations - in fields where market-based
incentives do not function adequately;
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l

.

there may be important financial or technical
bottlenecks to shifting to cleaner technologies for example, due to the up-front investment costs
of switching to new process technology, or the
need for ancillary technological expertise. In
such cases, public sector financial assistance, or
publicly-funded R.&D, may play an important
role;
developing country governments can also have a
considerable effect on technology adoption by the
reform of investment criteria for private sector
investments,
and by the judicious use of
procurement
provisions
in public sect-or
investment.

Canada and other donor countries can assist
developing countries in promoting technology
adoption in a number of ways:
financial and technical assistance for specific
aspects of policy reform (regarding investment
criteria, for example, or regulatory standards);
funding of demonstration projects illustrating
the technical and economic efficiency
of
environmentally-sound technologies;
financial and technical assistance to promote
technology-sharing
arrangements
among
developing country firms;
assistance to improve the technical expertise of
local and regional lending institutions in
developing countries.
Attention must also be given to the assimilation
of technologies. It is now widely accepted that
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ensuring effective use is at least as important as
promoting the initial adoption of technologies. A
series of minor or major adaptations may be required
to allow such technologies to function effectively in
developing country markets.
Assimilation of imported technology is dependent
upon the degree of local competition, trade, monetary
and fiscal policy, and the availability of trained
personnel.
However, there are a variety of more limited,
concrete measures which can be undertaken:
l

Canada should ensure that effective assimilation
of imported tech&logy is an explicit objective of
any initiatives in the field of environmentally
sound technology transfer - by building adequate
training into ODA-funded projects, and by
providingincentives to promote suchinvolvement
by private sector suppliers;

.

an adequate supply of trained human resources
is essential to effectively assimilate new
technology and engender ongoing performance
improvements. As a result, attention should be
given to both incentives for on-the-job training,
andmoreeffective trainingofengineers,scientists,
and technicians;

0

the development of technological capabilities is
often the result ofidiosyncratic firm-level factors,
usually related to the personality andinterests of
management. As a result, management training
and demonstration projects may have a decisive
effect on firms’ technical effort.
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Improving Neecls Assessment and Technology
Choice
Unless developing countries are able t.omakei&ormed
choices among the various technological options open
to them, efforts to promote international technology
transfer risk becoming overwhelmingly supplierdriven, geared more to transferring available
technological solutions than to responding to the
needs of developing countries.
An adequate basis in ‘the science of the
environment’ is crucial if developing countries are to
make adequate assessments of their technological
needs. As such, the acquisition by developingcountries
of relevant
scientific
knowledge
regarding
environmental issues should be seen as an essential
counterpart to any action on technology transfer.
Given the impossibility of defining universal
standards of environmental ‘soundness’, needs
assessments will have to be explicitly geared to
particular sectors and geographic locations.

Successful intervention must start by identifying
the felt needs of the local population, in order to
ensure that chosen solutions are effectively
implemented. While inventories ofpotentially-useful
technologies are urgently required, it is crucial that
needs assessment exercises not assume that solutions
will be technological.
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There is a need for better access to information on
the range of technological options available to
developing
countries,
and the performance
characteristics of given technologies.

Canada should support efforts to ensure more
effective coordination ofthe various initiatives, either
by the creation a single clearing house and information
network on environmentally sound technologies or by
instituting more effective interchange among sectorand location-specific inventories.
However, sound technology choice will probably
be limited by the insufficient capacity of recipient
countries to use the information available.

In addition to support for the design and
implementation of information services, donor
countries like Canada can fund training support and
personnel exchanges, both on a government-togovernment basis and within productive enterprises.
There is also a need for the design of improved
teaching materials, manuals, and assessment criteria
to permit the more effective evaluation of technology
alternatives.
Strengthening
Indigenous
Innovative
capabilities
An effective response to global environmental threats
ultimately must allow developing countries to create
their own technological solutions. As a result, there
is a clear need for support to the structures and
institutions which foster innovation in developing
countries.
Any strategy to improve the technological
capabilities of developing countries must involve
action at the production level, as well as broader-
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based support to national and regional research
institutes.
Also innovations result not so much from single
institutions, but rather from networks ofinstitutions
so considerable emphasis should be placed on efforts
to improve the capabilities of technology users and
equipment suppliers and to provide effective linkages
between research institutions and technology users
in productive sectors.
Canada can pursue a number of independent
actions to strengthen developingcountries’innovative
capabilities, ranging from support for twinning
programs, to enhanced scholarship support for
developing country students.
There is a need for new international and regional
institutions
charged with the furthering
of
environmental science, technology and policy.
The UNCED Secretariat has proposed the
establishment ofregional capacity-building programs
to support sustainable development in developing
countries, which wouldnot require the establishment
of new central institutions, but would instead involve
mechanisms for coordination and cooperation among
existing institutions.
While remaining open to the possibility of
participating in new regional institutions, Canada
should actively support the UNCED Secretariat
proposal, bringing to bear its own experience (via
IDRCandother institutions) in strengthening research
networks in developing countries. Canada should
also use its %onveningpower’ to bring diverse views
and actors to the table, in order to discuss concrete
avenues of action.
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Efforts to strengthen the innovative capabilities
of developing countries represent a key opportunity
to broaden the basis of North-South dialogue on
environmental issues, bringing to bear a more diverse
set of views, and setting the stage for a variety of
partnerships
involving not only the federal
government and its agencies, but also provincial
governments, the private sector, the voluntary sector,
and the academic community.
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David Runnalls
The warnings of the Brundtland Commission that
the future will be bleak unless the world turns to a
course based on Sustainable Development have not
gone unnoticed in Canada. In the words of the Prime
Minister:
We believe that there are no limits to economic
growth, other than those imposed by our
imagination, but we do recognize that there are
real limits to natural systems and resources. This
is not just about the atmosphere, it is not just
about theenvironment, it isabout the future ofthe
planet itself And to address the environmental
agenda, it is not enough to conduct research and
put out information, we also need leadership and
statesmanship in the international community. 1
This leadership must encompass the Brundtland
imperatives for Sustainable Development [...I both
internationally
and domestically.
And most
important, it must lead to the integration of
environment and economic development at the
highest levels of decision-making. Maurice Strong
has made a start in this area by persuading the
General Assembly to turn UNCED into the Earth
Summit. But there remains no place in the
international system where this integration can occur
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on a regular basis.
This paper therefore recommends that the
promotion of Sustainable Development become one of
the principle cornerstones of Canadian foreign policy
for the rest of this century.
Strengthening the United Nations and the
multilateral system has long been a Canadian
interest. The end of the Cold War may provide a
unique opportunity to make giant strides in this
area. And UNCED may provide the first chance to
test out many of the ideas for reform.
The Earth Summit will be the first major
international conference since the end of the Cold
War. It will also be the largest summit meeting ever
held. The Brazilian hosts estimate that at least 70
Heads of Government and heads of State will be
attending.
It would be naive to assume that any major
progress will be made in restructuring by that time,
but it could provide a high profile opportunity for the
Prime Minister to announce Canadian leadership in
this area.
And it is surely in Canadian interests to play a
lead role. Support for multilateral solutions to
international problems is a Canadian tradition which
polls show continuing into the 1990’s. And despite
one or two recent results, all of the polls show that
Canadians still feel that the environment is an issue
of paramount importance.
In fact, when questioned in an Angus Reid poll
commissioned by CIDA, the majority of Canadians
volunteered that the international issue which most
concerned them was the threat of environmental
degradation. Earlier polls taken by Environics showed
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an extraordinary 85% of the public believing that
environmental problems pose a major threat to the
survival of mankind.
Expectations that the environment would
disappear as a major issue after a recession had set
in have also been proven to be unfounded by the
latest Environics poll. AskedinMay ofthis year what
the major ingredients of an economic development
plan for Canada should be, the largest number of
respondents felt that environmental protection should
be the critical ingredient.
And Canada’s competitive position could be
affected by a number of the international agreements
being discussed. Canada’s domestic economy is more
affected by the use of natural resources than that of
virtually any other developed country. As a result,
agreements on global warming and forestry could
have substantial effects on Canadian industry.
If Germany and Japan, for example, who are
already considerably more efficient users of energy
than Canada, unilaterally induce their industries to
become even more efficient (with CO2 reduction
targets, for example), then Canada could fall even
farther behind in the competitiveness race unless it
reacts quickly.
And as the fur and seal boycotts have shown,
Canadian domestic policies which are seen to be
“anti-environmental”
by European and other
environmental groups can easily lead to damaging
boycotts of Canadian exports.
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A Canadian Negotiating Strategy
Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to
recommend an overall Canadian strategy for the
restructuring of the multilateral system, some of the
elements of such a strategy are already clear. And
they coincide with a number of the areas where
Canada should be attempting to make progress at
UNCED.
Even under the most optimistic assumptions,
restructuring of the international system will take a
number of years, perhaps culminating in the
international
conference in 1995, the fiftieth
anniversary of the San Francisco Conference,
envisioned by the Stockholm’ Declaration. The
Canadian strategy for UNCED must therefore be
designed both to promote long term goals for reform
and to achieve significant progress in the near term.
It is also necessary to bear in mind that the
Preparatory Committee has not yet discussed the
institutional agenda in any detail, and it has only
begun to discuss the contents of Agenda 21. This
item, intended by Strong as an action plan containing
elements lasting well into the next century, will
contain numerous recommendations with financial
consequences.
The institutional structures which Canada finally
supports will need to be adapted somewhat to the
requirements setoutinAgenda21.With thesecaveats
in mind, it is possible to set out a series of Canadian
institutional objectives for UNCED.
Many of these would also apply to the long term
reform process as well:
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The establishment of a high level political forum
for the integration of environment and economy
and for the discussion of issues related to
environment and security;
The development and implementation of a
coordinated Canadian position on Sustainable
Development throughout the multilateral system.
The creation of mechanisms for the integration of
environmental
considerations
within the
programs of the international agencies;
Strengthening the professional competence of
the U.N. Secretariats;
Strengthening existing institutions, such as the
UnitedNations Environment Program, the United
Nations Development Program and the World
Bank;
Strengthening local, national and regional
institutions, both governmental, and outside
government, to plan and implement policies,
programs and activities that are environmentally
sustainable;
The development
of mechanisms
for the
implementation of the global conventions;
Strengthening the scientific and information
capacity of the multilateral system.
In Canada and in other countries, the UNCED
process has stimulated an extraordinary degree of
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involvement among three communities crucial to its
success. Environmental and development NGOs, the
private sector and the scientific community have all
established special groupings to ensure their input in
the decision-making process. More than 150 NGOs
participated in the third Preparatory Committee
meeting in Geneva.
The International Chamber of Commerce has
published its Business Charter for Sustainable
Development. And, under the leadership of the
prominent Swiss industrialist Stefan Shmidheiny,
the Business Council on Sustainable Development
has drawn together more than 30 Chief Executive
Officers of some of the world’s largest companies
(including Toyota, Dupont, Dow Chemical, Tram&ta
Utilities and Northern Telecom) to provide a private
sector counterpart
to the official
UNCED
deliberations. And the scientificcommunity, so critical
to the evaluation of the global change issues which
provide the core of UNCED’s agenda, has begun to
organize itself for the Rio meeting.
While NGOs have been part ofthe UnitedNations
system since the adoption of the Charter, their role
has
circumscribed.
In
been
carefully
acknowledgement of the increasing importance and
political muscle ofthe non-governmental community,
the UNCED Secretariat has involved NGOs in all of
its working groups for Agenda 21. According to the
Secretary-General, this has enriched the process
considerably. The Preparatory Committee sessions
have attracted wide numbers of NGOs, and the rules
have been set to allow opportunities for them to
participate in the formal deliberations. Led by Canada,
a number of the donor countries have banded together
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to provide funding to enable NGOs from developing
countries to play their part in the remaining PrepCom
meetings and at the conference in Rio itself. U.N.
reform will also need to focus on increasing the role
of the non-governmental community.
UNCED has also attracted an unprecedented
degree of interest from the private sector. The
International Chamber of Commerce and the newly
formed
Business
Council
for Sustainable
Development will be preparing interventions at the
Conference.
Strong has involved
business
representatives in the working group process for
Agenda 21 as well. And everyone is agreed on the
critical role of the private sector in mobilizing the
large sums ofcapital that will be needed to restart the
engine of development, as well as prepare for the
transition toward more sustainable forms of energy
development. Any plans for workable technology
transfer will need to be based upon the central role of
private industry.
The scientific community has also mobilized in
support of more sustainable forms of development.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
mentioned earlier, has played the central role in
reaching a consensus on global warming. The
International
Geosphere/Biosphere
program
represents an unusual degree of co-operation between
the physical and biological scientists to assess the
state of the planet. And the program on Human
Dimensions of Global Change begins to involve the
social scientists and policy community in the
formulation of policies to deal with climate change
and the other global changes.
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Any Canadian positions on the institutional
priorities for U.N. reform in general, and UNCED in
particular, must be designed to take advantage of
these new realities and to build ihem into the new
institutions from the start.
EnvironmentlDevelopment Integration
The international system has grown in a haphazard
fashion over the past 40 years. Because of the
weakness of the central U.N. Secretariat and the
conflicting goals of governments, the specialized
agencies and their heads have come to behave like
mediaeval baronies, feuding among themselves and
with the centre. This situationis especially damaging
to the prospects of Sustainable Development,
requiring as it does the integration of both
environmental and economic concerns. A number of
solutions have been proposed to improve this coordination.
Many of these involve rejuvenating
or
reorganizing the existing machinery. They usually
center around reform of the U.N. Economic and
Social Council, thevarious Committees ofthe General
Assembly and the Administrative Committee on
Coordination. These are perennial favourites for any
discussion of U.N. reform. Perhaps the latest round
of discussions will bear fruit and new coordination
machinery may emerge at the bureaucratic level. It
is fair to say, however, that few are optimistic about
the chances of success in the short run.
This is an important area for Canada. Canada is
one of the strongest supporters, both politically and
economically, of the specialized agencies. Canadian
voluntary contributions to the UNDP, UNFPA and
other organizations are twice the level that they
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would be had the country paid its “normal” U.N. pro
rata share. Coordination and effkiency are therefore
in the Canadian interest.
A Canadian strategy in this area should begin
with the Secretary-General.
As Childers and
Urquhart point out?, the Secretary-General has
considerable bureaucratic powers that have never
been used in this area. If the next Secretary-General
were to be chosen according to different criteria than
mostofhisorherpredecessors,manyoftheseproblems
could be solved. The present system for choice of s
Secretary-General is less elaborate than that used by
most medium sized Canadian Universities in the
selection of a President.
Canada should work with other interested
countries to ensure that the next Secretary-General is
chosen for his or her competence rather than for
simple geographic and geopolitical reasons. Canada
could also use its influence, along with that of other
interested countries such as the Nordics and the
Dutch, to make certain that the Director-General for
International Economic and Social Co-operation is
also chosen on the basis ofproven merit.
This post, created to help overcome the structural
weaknesses of the system, has not lived up to its
expectations. The post could also be renamed, and its
responsibilities reorganized accordingly, to make it
into the Directorate General for Sustainable
Development. It is difficult to overemphasize the
importance of these two appointments.
Canada would also do well to get its own house in
order. As with most other countries, the Canadian
representatives to the U.N. specialized agencies are
appointed
and instructed
by the relevant
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departments. It is not unusual, therefore, to see
Canadian delegates presenting incompatible views
on the same subject to two different fora. If the
Government of Canada wishes to see greater coordination among the U.N. agencies, it must
demonstrate that it can do so at home.
The Round Table should advise the Prime Minister
to establish a mechanism, perhaps within the PC0 to
ensure that all Canadian positions in the U.N., the
Bretton Woods Institutions and the specialized
agencies are consistent with the principles of
Sustainable Development.
Even after a Secretary-General
has been
appointed and better co-ordination has been ensured
within the Government of Canada, there is still a
need for some device to bring about better coordination within the U.N.at the policy level And
this must be done at the Ministerial level. The Nordic
study on the U.N.‘s development activities called for
the creation of an International Development Council
which would bring together
Ministers
of
Development.3
A number of other reports have called for the
creation of a Sustainable Development Commission,
composed of Ministers of Finance or Economics,
reporting directly to the General Assemblfl. The latter
would obviously carry more weight. It could also
provide a more direct link to the Bretton Woods
institutions, who tend to view themselves as apart
from the UN, but who tend to be assuming more and
more importance in the debate over Sustainable
Development. A representative group of Finance
Ministers meets twice a year in their capacity as
members of the World Bank/IMF Development and
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Interim Committees.
They have discussed
environment and development as they effect the
World Bank in a number of these meetings. In fact,
the decision to establish the Global Environmental
Facility arose from one of these discussions.
Canada could propose that the World Bank
Development Committee form the nucleus of a
Sustainable Development Commission. It would have
to be serviced by a small group, based in the central
U.N Secretariat and drawing on some of the resources
of the Bretton Woods institutions. Thepresent UNCED
Secretariat would serve as the nucleus of this group.
As an interim, Canada might seek to make the
present coordinating mechanism more real.
Canada could join with a number of other
sympathetic countries to insist in the Governing
Councils of the various bodies that the agency
heads personally attend meetings called by the
new Secretary-General
or DGIl%!3C.

The threat of budgetary or other sanctions could
go a long way to ensure better operation of the
present system. Canada might also wish to consider
the adoption of the smaller, more permanent executive
bodies proposed in the Nordic report?. Similar to the
system of Executive Directors in operation at the
World Bank, these bodies would ensure more
continuous supervision of the activities of these
organizations.
Treaty Secretariats

Canada will play a critical role in the negotiations for
a new convention on climate change, through its
Chairmanship of Working Group 2. It should also
continue to press for an eventual convention on
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forests, although it seems unlikely that anything
substantive can be assembled for Rio. While biological
diversity seems a long shot, it is still possible.
Once a conventionis negotiated and signed, there
will be pressure for the creation of a Secretariat to
serve it and a fund to help with its implementation.
In fact, as the Beijing declaration has stipulated, it is
unlikely that the developing countries will agree to
any of the conventions unless there are strong
indications that funds will be forthcoming.
Although each of these Secretariats will be very
different, depending on the principal countries
involved, Canada should insist on four major
objectives:
That voting power be based on something other
than financial
contributions
or straight
calculations of population size;
That as far as possible, these Secretariats should
rely on existing sources of expertise within the
international system. Over time, this could result
in
the
partial
rationalization
of
a
compartmentalized bureaucracy based on the
compartments of the 1960’s and 1970’s;
That each Secretariat have a Canadian style
“stakeholder”
advisory group composed of
representatives of the scientific community, the
NGO community and the private sector. And that
the members be chosen on merit,
That the policy decision making power over the
fund be separated from the fiscal management
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and disbursement of that fund. This would allow
funds to be spent rationally through a revamped
GEF or the “sourcing fund” mentioned in the
finance paper.
A Global Watch System

When scientists began to sound the alarm about the
possible influence of CFCs on the earths ozone layer,
few suspected the extent to which the damage had
already been inflicted. The discovery of the “ozone
hole” over Antarctica surprised all but a small
proportion of the scientific community, let alone the
policy community. Subsequent research is revealing
that the deterioration ofthe ozone layer is proceeding.
even more rapidly.,
The human race can ill afford many more such
surprises. As mentioned before, the scientific
community worldwide is developing new co-operative
approaches to the identification of these problems
before they occur. But there is a need for a new
mechanism to bring to bear the best governmental
and non-governmental scientific advice.
Canada should support proposals for an
independent commission, drawing heavily on such
non-governmental bodies as the International Council
of ScientifE Unions, the World Conservation Union
(IUCN), on such U.N agencies as UNEP, WMO and
the like, the expertise of the private sector and of
national governments.
Such a commission could be part of the commission
suggested in item 1 above or could be a separate
organization designed to provide “early warning” of
environmental problems, assess their risks and
recommend appropriate courses of actions. Such a
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body would not need an extensive secretariat nor a
large budget, since it would be drawing on a great
deal of ongoing work. It could, however, be politically
attractive and could help to galvanize the scientific
community.
All of the above recommendations are in line with
Canada’s traditional support of the U.N. system and
both its development and peacekeeping functions.
The indications from the recent polls are they would
receive substantial support from the Canadian
people.They might also provide some political“elbow
room” - desperately needed if UNCED is to succeed.
They are also in line with the principle listed above
that a minimum of new institutions be created and
that anything which is done can be seen to facilitate
a future thoroughgoing reform of the international
system.
But none of these suggestions will succeed ifit is
seen as an exclusive Canadian initiative. At the
moment the politics of the UNCED process are bad.
The two agendas have not been merged. No real
progress has been made on institutional questions
And U.S. resistance to discuss the financial issues
has stalledprogress there. This suggests anidealrole
for the traditional Canadian strengths of coalition
building and North/South dialogue.
Because time is short and UNCED will be
conductedat the highest level, theRound Tableshould
reiterate its belief that the Prime Minister and his
ofice should become involved very soon.
The timing for Canadian exploratory discussions
is opportune. A chance to correct some of the
shortcomings in,the U.N. Secretariat will arise with
appointment of the first post cold war Secretary-
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General. The Prime Minister will be meeting with his
colleagues from the Commonwealth in October. This
would not only provide an opportunity to exchange
views with Prime Minister Major who was supportive
of UNCED as host of the G-7 summit, it would also
provide an opportunity for liaison with Australia and
New Zealand, with whom Canada has been working
closely throughout the PrepCom process. It would
also offer the Prime Minister a representative forum
of Third World members of the Preparatory process,
especially India and Malaysia who have been active
from the beginning.
The World Bank/IMF meetings in Bangkok, also
in that month, would present an opportunity to
explore some of the coordination initiatives. The
Francophone summit will also offer opportunities to
further hone any initiatives emerging from the Harare
meeting. Finally, the visit to Canada of the
President of Brazil next spring would offer the
opportunity to further explore some of these issues
prior to the decisive final meeting of the UNCED
Preparatory Committee in March and April.
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